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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No.301 l(l/ / 7. Y / r 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements· 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
,of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary J Evolution Cin X) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 29.7.1985 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +53'1 
compared with previous week + 2'1 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude <1> 
oil supplies for Apri~ 1985 (Table ~l 
compared with 15.12.1978 +103'1 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States Csee 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSKJN DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSl()t-.J OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COM~ DES COMMU'-lAUTES EUROPEEf\t\lES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOllAfKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
NIVEAUX INOlOATIFS HEBDOfW>AtRes l>£S f>Rll( HORS TA~ -~ !.~ ,Cl)NSONMATION 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAlCE ANO OUTJES <EXCLUDED (1) 
En monnaies nationales 
In national currencies 
Essence super 
Pre11iu11 gasoline 
Belgique C FB) 
Oanmark (DK) 
Deutsch land COM) 
El las (OR) 
France (FF) 
Ireland Clri sh £) 
Italia CL ire) 
Luxembourg (FU 
Ne'derland (Fl) 
















Prices as at 
29.7.1985 
Essence nornale Gasoil mteur 
Regular gasoline Automotive gasoi l 












193,60 211, 10 














Fuel ResiciJcl 11TS 

















E$sence super Essence nor ma le Gaso i l moteur Ga soil chau ffage fuel ResidJel HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Res i d.Ja l Fuel Oi l HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique 276,42 259,61 244,17 219,0i' ,,,a, 76 
Danmark 286,31 275,02 264,21 243,09 162,55 
Deutscl,land 258,73 236,49 243,55 223,79 157 ,43 
Ell as 298,00 244,50 181,09 181,09 148,98 
France 257,58 257,58 257,58 248,86 157,80 
Ireland 324,85 311,38 312,11 254,53 194,14 
Italia 260,11 237,80 252,45 220,06 154, 13 
Luxembourg 283,21 265,70 244,00 234,02 157,41 
Nederland 262,12 243,91 244,85 225,08 158,53 
United Kingdom 285,87 275,90 300,84 299,41 192,53 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a)flb~/lwerage (5) 268,70 247,61 255,50 230,05 163,26 
b)Variation IID)"elTle t 
Average wriaticn t +39t +35t +47t +59t +71t 
29. 7. 85/15.12. 78 
c)Variation IID)"elTle sur 
Les 5 prod.ri ts ~ Average wriaticn t>r a LL 5 prod.lets 
29. 7. 8515.12. 78 
En ~cu 
In tcu 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur Ga soil chau ffage Fuel Rcsid.Jel HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoi l Heating gas oil Resid.Jal fuel Oil HSC 
1000 l 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique 348,88 327,67 308,19 276,44 187, 76 
Danmark 361,37 347,11 333,48 306,82 205,17 
Deutsch land 326,56 298,49 307,40 282,45 198,70 
El las 376,12 308,59 228,57 228,57 188,04 
f ranee 325, 11 325,11 325, 1.1 · 314,09 199,16 
Ireland 410,01 393,01 393,93 321,26 245, 04 
Italia 328,30 300,14 318,63 277, 75 194,53 
Luxer;.!iourg 357,45 ... 335,36 307,97 295,37 198,68 
Nederland 330,84 307,86 309,04 284,08 200,09. 
United Kingdom 360,79 348,20 379,67 377,87 242,98 
·-·-
C.E.E./E.E.C. 339,15 312,52 322,49 290,36 206,06 
Moyenne/Average CS) 
·- .. -· -·. 
. .. ••-N-••• +• ... . ... 
-··· --·· . ·-·- ···•·-(1) Prix Les plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentati fs, selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats aelllllres, c:u aarch! p•trolier de chaque Etat Ne"*>re 
Prices imst frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Meniler State, according 
to the best estiaates of the national experts , 
(2) Prix I la pompe 
Puq, price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 & 5.000 litres. Pour l'Irlande livraisons s'!tendant au secteur incilstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to incilstrial sector 
(4) Prix pour livraison inftrieure I 2.000 tonnes par mois ou inft!rieure I 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix trance 
consom .. teur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de 500 i 1.000 tonnes par mois 
Prices for of~akes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T·per month 
(5) La moyenne r!sulte d'une pondtration des quantit!s conso111Res de chaque proc:uit concernt au cours de la 
ptriode 1984 
The result of weighting the prices of the procilcts concerned by the quantities consumed cilring the period 
1984 
Coiit CAFd'approvisionnement en brut de la 
Communaute. 
CIF Cost of Co111111unity crude oil supplies. 
• 
Prix au 
Price as at 
1s.1i.78 
Prix au mois d'avril 1985 









28, 13 _::209,21 
--
;'.'rix de v.:r,te des ;.,rc-·:luits r,t'.-trcliers En '71':'.lnaies n;;ti,:.nales 
s> ~-l~ i!:;g: /_r:i~i_S:-~ _P_t:_l r>_I-;? L;i. -pr r.:d_i_c_(s: __ i_~- :~~dI{o_n_a_~_ -~C:u_r_ru1_c~fe S. 
Prix ~oy~ns pratiques au 15.5.1985 






Ell as (DR) 
France ( FF) 
Ireland ( I . ll.) 
Italia CL ire) 
Luxembourg ( FL) 
Nederland (FL) 




d las (DR) 
France (FF) 
Ireland ( I . ll.) 
Italia (Lire) 
Luxembourg ( FU 
Nederland ( FL) 




-· --Es~-:·-.:,;; s,;per Essence Norm,He 
Pr,:· rn i . -:. Gas o l i n e Regular Gasoline 
1000 L ( 1) 1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors : axes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Withcut Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
18.406 17.624 36.030 18.146 16.584 34.730 
3.431,72 3.038,28 6.470 3.406,48 2.923,52 6.330 
716,10 797 1.513,10 707,60 741 1.448,60 
26.011,72 38.988,28 65.000 24.011,43 31.988,57 56.000 
3.530 2.290 5.820 3.370 2.260 5.630 
382,01 293,99 676 379,39 282,61 662 
846.040 493.960 1.340.000 838.410 451.590 1.290.000 
11.970 16.130 28.100 11.860 15.240 t 27 .100 . 
1.037 92S- 1.965 1. 026' n5g 1.395 
237,80 209,80 447,60 236,70 202,30 439 
GasQil Chauffage Fuel Lourd HTS 
Heating Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes . Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
2.,261 13. 299 15., 560 - 9.026 9.026 
1.029,02 2.680,98 3,. 710 410 1. 930 2.340 
109, 10 648 757,10 15 529 544 
7.806,67 23.693,33 31.500 3.508 19.492 23.000 
845 2.289 3.134 165 1. 434 1.599 
47,08 278,32 325,40 10,14 209,50 219,64 
219.020 454.040 673.060 10.000 331.077 34L077 
880 14.720 15.600 100 11.424 11. 524 
187 770 957 11,20 603 614,20 
7,70 212,80 220,50 7,93 151,62 159,55 
(1) Prix a la poffipe/Pump price 
(~) Livraisons de ~000 a 5000 L./Deliveries of ?,000 to 5,000 L. 
(3) Livraisons de ~oins 2000 tonnes par mois et de rnoins de 24.000 '.onnes par an 
Offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per m0nth or less t~a'.1 24,000 tons per year. 
Taxes 
10.250 











· Gasoi l Moteur · 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) 
Hors taxes Prix de vent 
Without taxes Selling Pric 
14.750 25.000 
2.910,49 3'"'990 






.831' • - 1. 224 
223,(>0 1431,40 
Taux de change au 15.5.1985 
1 $ • 61,91 FB - 11,0670 CD -
3,0760 DM - 135,55 DR -
9,38 FF - 0,9828 IRL £ -
1.962,75 Lires - 3,4760 FL -
0,7942 UK£ • 
1 ecu.45,0855 FB - 8,05946 CD -
2,24007 DM - 98,7133 DR -
6,83091 FF - 0,715717 IRL -
1.429,36 Lires - 2,53137 FL 
0,578429 Uk£ 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE- SPRECHEAGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP- GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOmnoY T'(JlCli' - GAl.f'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUEAU VAN DE WOORDVOEROER 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHlUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAIDfNDIH nA TON nno . INfDRMAZIONI Alli STAMPA • MIDIDIUNG AAN DI PIRS 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No.302 
Brussels, 22 August 1985. 
'1 y,-7 . y11 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; althoug~ valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consume~ no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 23S.35.75). 
l Evolution Cin X> of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 5.8.1985 
compared with 15.12.1978 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude <1> 
oi l supplies for April 1985 (Tab le Lt) 





(1) The CIF supply cost is derived fro~ monthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROM:ISKE n!ELLESSKABER - KOt.MSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMlJ,JITIES - COMMSSION DES eot.1MU'WJTES EU'!OPEENl'ES - EntTPOtlH TON EYPOllAll<ON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSK)NE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEtvEENSCHAPPEN 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS TAXES A LA CONSOIV'IATION 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
En inonnaies nationales 





Deutsch land CDM) 
Ellas (DR) 
France (Ff) 
Ireland (Irish £) 
Italia <Li re) 
Luxeat>ourg CFU 
Nederland (Fl) 
















Prices as at : 5.8.1985 
Essence normale Gasoi l moteur Gasoil chauffage 
Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoi l 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) (3) 
14.680 14.062 12.667 
2. 720 2.690 2.475 
645 664 620 
31.988 23.693 23.693 
2.220 2.210 2.144,80 
281,80 282,46 230,35 
451.590 479.410 417.808 
15.180 13.940 13.370 
760 772 709 
. 




Fuel Res i ciJe l HTS 













TABLEAU 7 TAOL[ 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil noteur Ga soil chau ffage Fuel ResiciJel HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoi l Heating gasoil Res i ciJa l Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000. L .. Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) . .. .. (4) 
Belgique 274;~7 257,81 246,96 222,46 153,30 
Danmar k 279,22 267,90 264,94 243,77 163,00 
Deutscl;land 250,84 228,84 235,58 219,97 156, 46 
Ell as 296,46 243,23 180,16 180,16 148,21 
F ranee 258,25 258,25 257,09 249,51 158,21 
Ireland 324,56 311,10 311,83 254,30 193,97 
Italia 261,59 239,15 253,89 ' 221,26 155,59 
Luxe11bour9 284,15 266,59 244,81 234,80 157,93 
Nederland 258,60 239,97 243,76 223,87 155,35 
United Kingdom 275,70 266,20 290,57 282,72 178,80 
C. E. E. /E. E. C. 
a)r,t,yerre/Averag;! (5) 264,48 241,54 252,34 228,79 161,10 
b)Variation noyeme t 
Average variaticn t +37'1 +31'1 +45'1 +58'1 +69'1 5.8.85/ 15.12.78 
c)Variaticn flO)'l!fTle sur 
Les 5 prod.ri ts ~ Average variaticn br all 5 prod.lets 




Essence super Essence normale Gaso1l noteur Gaso\l chau 1 fage fuel R~~i <Lel IIIS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residial Fuel Oil tlSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique 347,31 325,99 312,26 281,29 193,84 
Dan mark 353,06 338,74 335,00 308,23 206,11 
Deutsch land 317, 17 289,36 297,88 278,14 197 ,84 
El las 374,86 307,55 227,80 227 ,80 187,,,1 
France 326,55 326,55 325,08 315,49 200,05 
Ireland 410,39 393,37 394,29 321,55 245,26 
Italia 330,i'7 302,40 321,03 279,78 196, 71, 
Luxer.;~ourg 359,30 337,09 309,55 296,90 199,70 
Nederland 326,99 303,43 308,22 283,07 196,43 
United Kingctim 348,62 336,61 367,41 357,49 226,09 
-
I C. (. E. /E.E. C. 334,43 305,41 319,07 289,29 203,70 Moyenne/Average (5) 
---·-- ------
(1) Prix Les plus souvent pratiquh et ainsi reprisentati fs, selon Les meilleures estimations des experts o,s 
Etats mentires, d.J marche petrolier de chaque Etat Mentire 
Prices nost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market 1n each Member State, accorcting 
to the best estimates of the national experts 
(2) Prix~ la poqJe 
PuqJ price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 ~ 5.000 litres. Pour l'Irlande livraisons s'etendant au secteur ind.Jstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to ind.Jstrial sector 
(4) Prix pour livraison inferieure ~ 2.000 tonnes par mois ou in~rieure ~ 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco 
consommateur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de 500 ~ 1.000 tonnes par mois 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per month 
(5) La noyenne rhulte d'une pondtration des quantiUs consom~es de chaque prod.Jit conr.ernt! au cours de la 
pt!riode 1984 





Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la 
Communaute. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 13,87 107, 76 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au mois d'avri l 1985 
Price as at April 1985 
Evolution (X) 
5.8.85 /15.12.78 
28, 13 ~09,21 
----
.. 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROI.J>- GROt.J>E DU PORTE-PAROLE 
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Brussels,. 29 August 1985 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.303 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating· to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparencr as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States b4t such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
,categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly suamary Evolution Cin X> of Community indications for: 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 12.8.1985 
• 
compared with 15.12.1978 
compared with.previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude <1> 
oil supplies for April 1985 (Table ~l 
compared with 15.12.1978 
(Table 2) + 51 i, 
+ 103 '4 
(1) The Clf supply cost is derived from monthly diclarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COWMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMSSION DES COtvMJNAUTES EUROPEENl'ES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOflAiKON KOtNOTHTON . 
COMMISSONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMtvtSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
NIVEAUX INDICATlfS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
En aonnaits nationales 
In national currencies 
























United Ki ngcb• 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a)~/Awrage- (5) 
b)Variation IID)<erTe t. 
AIA!!rage variatiO'\ t. 
12.8.85115.12.78 
c>variation IIDYl!ITlt SU' 
Les 5 prodrlts 
Averag! vari atiO'\ *>r 
all 5 prod.lets 
































Pl"tx IU • 12.8.1985 
Prices as at • 
Essence nor•le Gasoil nr,teur Gasoi l chau ffage 
Regular gasoline Auto111Dtive gasoil Heating gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) (3) 
14.400 14.302 13.009 
2.390 2.625 2.410 
633 653 639 
31.918 23.693 23.693 
2.200 2.200 2.062, 20 
281,80 282,46 230, 35 
451.590 479.410 417.859 
15. 180 13.940 13. 370 
760 789 726 
193,'40 211, 10 205,40 
----··· 
.. . 
Essence nor•le Gasoi l noteur Gasoi l chau ff age 
Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoi l 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L (2) (2) (3) 
254,59 252,86 230,00 
236,37 259,61 238,35 
226,20 233,34 228,34 
243,53 180,38 180,38 
257,08 257,08 240,98 
314,19 314,92 256,82 
240,39 255,20 222,44 
268,38 246,46 236,38 
241,61 250,83 230,80 
267,16 291,61 283,74 
239,24 252,59 230,81 




fuel ResiciJet HTS 













TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel ResidJel HTS 















' .... ._ ___ . -· ~ ..... 
TAIUAU l 
TAIL£ 
/ E111nc, ,uper' IHtnct nor•Lt l1101l aoteur 11101 l chau ff•tt Puel lt1i Ml NTI 
I Prtlliu• 11soUnt .. Re11,1l1r ,.,oline Autoaottv, fllOil ffHtint PIOH .,,tctJal Putl Oil HSC 
1000 L 10D0 L 1000 L 1000 L Tc»nne 
CZ> (2) CZ> 
' 
CJ) C-4) 
leltiqut S41,4J JZ0,09 J1?,91 219, 17 194,90 
. 
D1nNrk ,,,,41 297,11 '26,40 299,67 ,,,, ss 
Otutachltncl SU,24 H4,J9 m,:s, 217,0I 194,,a 
. 
IUH :S'l'J, 11 J06,11 116, 'fl 226, 71 . 116,17-
Pran11t sz,, 74 JZJ,21 SU,11 SOZ,97 199,IO 
I 
lrtL1nd 412,12 J95,D:S ,,,,,, :S22,91 < .246,JO 
ltll11 SJD,59 JOZ,Zlt R0,16 279,66 197, ,, 
, 
LUXt~rg J59,65 .. JJ7,42 J09,16 297, 19 199, 90 
Nederland 327,35 JOJ, 76 J15,J6 290, 17 197,05 
Unittd Kingcba S47,14 JJS,16 366,.0 SS6, '10 219, S:S 
' . 
C. e.1. IE, i. C. 
Noftnt'lt/Aytrtgt (5) JJ1,24 . JOO, 79 . S17,51 290, ,, 201,60 
··-- --- - --·-·--- ---·· ... ---··--------------------- ----- .. -- --- ... 
CU Pris lt1 plut 1owtnt pr1ttQUf1 et t1na1 reprt1tnt1t1f1, Hlon ltl •Hlturtt t1t1•t1ont •• tlptrU •• 
ltttt ••rtt, d.l •rchf pttro1.1tr • chaque ltlt ••re 
Prict1 ••t frtq1,11ntl1 chlrttd tnd tllUt reprt1tnttt1"'· of tflt oil •rktt in Hell Ntllbtr Stitt, 11cordl"9 
to tht Mtt ttt1•tt1 of tht netton1l t•Ptrtl 
CZ) Prix• lt polllP9 
Pl.tap ....... 
CJ> Prix pour livr1ison cit 2.000 • 5.000 l1trtt. l'cKfr l'lrl1ndt livr111ont ,•ttendlnt au ,,cteur 1ndJatr1tl 
Price, for dll1vtr1tt of Z,000 to S,000 litrtt. for lrtltnd dll1vtrit1 1ppL1 to tnd.11tri1l ttctor 
C4) Pr.ill pour l1vrt1flft 1nftriturt • 2.000 tonnt1 par m11 ou tnffr1turt • 24.000 tonne, par an. Prh franco 
con10-ttur. Pour l' lrl1ndl l1vr1hon1 dt 500 • 1.000 tonne, par m11 
Pr1cta for offt1kt1 of l111 than 2,000 ton, ptr iionth or Lt11 t1ian 24,000 ton, per year. Dtlivtrtd Con1u .. r 
Price,. For lrtl1nd dtl1vtr1•• •r• 1n the range of 500 to 1.000 T ptr IDnth 
Cl> Lt myennt r .. ultt d'une pondtration dis quant1Ua con10 ... t1 dt ch1qut prod.lit concernt au coura di l9 
pfcf9dt 19ft . · 
Tht rt9l.llt of vefghtin1 tht prfct1 of th• prod.let, concerned bit tht quantit1t1 con•u•d d.lrfn, tltf nr1Rlf 1!!i. . 
_,._ .. ·--- .. .......... .... -----·-·- _ .. _. __ _ 
TABLEAU 4 
TA91.E 
. coot CAF d'1pprov111onnt•tnt en brut dt l1 
CDHunautt. 
Clf Cost of C011111unity crude oil 1upplit1. 
Prh .tu 
Price 11 1t 




Prill 1u mh d'avr1 L 1915 
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PRESSE·MIDDILILSE • MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE • INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
ANHDINDIH rlA TON TYDD • INFORMAZIDNE ALLA STAMPA • MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 5 septerrt>re 1985 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 304 L/'-/17,l/// 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Coaaission, gives the Latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Coamunity as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to iaproved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
• 
• 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the develop•ent over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such· a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a coaparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is_emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
j Weekly suo•ary 1 Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
• 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 
compared with 15.12.1978 /26.8.1985 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude <i> 
oil supplies for April 1985 (Table ~l 
compared with 15.12.1978 
<Table 2) 
+ 54 i 
+ 1,601 
+ 103 t. 
C1> The CIF supply ~ost is derived from ~onthly declarations by.Member States Csee 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). . 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES ELR)PEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOflAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
• 
NIVEAUX INDICATlFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
En rronna i es nat i ona les 





Belgique CFS> 14.888 
Oanmark (OK) 2.795 
Deutschland COM) 693 
El las (DR) 45.98a 
France C FF) 2.150 
Ireland (Irish £) 287,49 
Italia (Li re> 493.960 
Luxembourg CFU 15.15'0 
Nederland (fl) 777 
United Ki ngd>m <£> 199, 70 
Prix au 
Prices as at 
26.8.1985 
Essence normale Ga soil moteur 
Regular gasoline Autoll'Ot i ve gas_oi l 







275,29 279, 21 
451.59Q 479.410 




Ga soil chauffage 


















Fuel Resid.Jel HTS 
































A11eraqe variaticn 'l 
26.11. bS/15.12.78 
c)Variation ncyeme sur 
Les 5 prod.ii ts 
Average variaticn tr 
all 5 prodicts 
26101 ~5 /15.12. 78 
---·· 
Essence super Essence nor ma le 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 











271,34 255, 22 
250,56 234, 12 
280,16 270, 76 
266,38 243, 08 
+ 38 l + 291 
Ga soil moteur Ga soil chau ff age I 
Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2} Cl) 
I 
257, 72 \ 232,36 
261, 98 240,52 
240, 65 232,30 
230,34 230,34 
261, 28 244, 92 
315, 10 255, 65 




259, 02 235, 93 




T,\uLEAu 2 TAEll E 
·-·-·-···· 
Fuel Resi d;el HTS I 




155, 19 i I 
158, 26 ! 179, 22 
' 
147, 03 ' 
' 
198, 28 I 
' 












l·T·A·B~fAU .I-, TARLf 
---------· 
Ess<?nce super Essence norfllclle 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline 
-----.. -- ----------- -·-·------ .. 
Gasoil trot~, . .-,--·· -r~a-s~il ch·a~Udgc fuel Rc5itl1•·l Ill$ ! 
Autol!Pt i ve gas oil He,H i nq q,1<:'1i l IRe,; i d1il I fuf'I Oi I HSC I 
1000 L 10QO L 1000 L IUIIII I fu,,, 11 • 1 
--1---------l------'-2_> ______ l_ ___ ,_~:_ __ . ---- ··--··. U,l . I (2) (2) 
Belgique 330,29 310, 76 319, 24 
Danmark 345, 52 -:-331, 30 324, 51 
Deutschland 311, 53 283,20 298,04 
Ellas 434, 58 387,33 285,32 
France 316, 29 317, 76 323,65 
Ireland 401,87 384,82 390,29 
Italia 330,60 302,24 320,86 
. 
Luxer.~ourg 336, 10 •. 316, 13 309,25 
Nederland 310, 37 290,00 321, 15 
United Kingoom 347,0S 335,41 366,87 



























<1> Prix les plus souvent pratiquts et ains-i reprtsentati fs, selon les meilleures estimations des uperts des 
Etats meri>res, dJ 111rcht pttrolier de chaque Etat Ment>re 
Prices 111st frequently charged and thus representative of the oil Nr~et in each Member suce, according 
to the best estimates of the national experts 
(2) Prix l la poq:,e 
Puq:, price ,. ,. ' . 
Cl) Prh pour livraison dt 2.000 l S •. 000 litres, :~4r. l'J_r~ande livraisons s'tJendilnt <1u secteur indJstriel 
Prices far deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to ind.latriil sector 
(4) Prix pour livraison inftrieure l -2~000 tonnes par IIOiS OU inftrieure l Z+~OQQ tonnes par an. Prix franco 
consonunateur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de 500 6 1.000 tonnes p1r mois 
Prices far of~akes of less than 2,000 tons per 1110nth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Pelivered Consumer 
Prices. for Ireland dtliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per 1110nth 
(5) La 111yenne rbul te d'une pondtration des quanti th 
ptriodt 1984 
The result of weighting the prices of the prod.lets 
consommtes dt chaque prod.lit concern6 au cours dt la 
concerned by the quantities consumed dJring the period 
1984 ' 
. 
Cout CAF d'approvisionne111ent en brut de la 
Co111munaute. 
ClF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.71 
Prix au mois d' avri l 1985 
Price as at Apri l 1985 











TALSMANDSTJENESTEN - DIENST DES SPRECHERS - SPOKESMAN'S SERVICE- SERVICE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
YnHPEIIA EKnPornnov TYnov- SERVIZJO DEL PORTAVOCE - DIENST VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• .. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ...... 
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• • • •• •• • • • • •• • •••• • • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MHDHHSt • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfORMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH na TON TYRO • INfDRMAZIONI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
lru111l,, 12 September 1915 
C0f!!11Sl0N OIL BULLETIN N0,305 
Tht we1kl1 oil bulletin, pubL11h1d by the co .. 1111on, give, the latest available data 
r1L1Un9· to price ctevelop•ent 1n tht M••b•r St1t11 and for tht Co•un1ty 11 1 whole, lh• Co•i1s1on con11der1 that the bulletin contribute, to iaproved tran1p1rencr It 
re91rd1 Co•aunity oil aarket1, 
The figure• a1ven in 11ch bulltt1n follow the develop••nt over t111 of certain pr1cea, 
ThtY per1it a co1pari1on at any 1natant in t111 between Meaber State, but 1uch • 
co1p1ri1on ••Y not be repr11entativ1 of 1nt1rn1t1onal price rel1tion1h1R• over• Longer 
period. MQreover, 1t 11 evident that such I co1pari1on 11 l11ited even if fluctuations 
in eichange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to th• 1111 
~ategories of consuaer no account is taken of Hrket structures, <the product c:ate9orie1 
reported ar, not in every c111 representative of the ~ulk of 11l11 for each product 1n . 
each country>, quaL1iy spec1f1cat1ons and methods of d11tribution which are unique to 
each Me111ber State, In thit context the essentially indicative nature of 1011 ,l11ent1 
of table 2 is e111ph11hed. 
A detailed 1111thodolo9y w1'Ll bt appended to the bulletin published at the beg1nn1na 
of eac~ quarter. 
Th• C01t!11 H1on Oil luL Lttin h f rttlY available on de11nd <telephone 235,35. 75>, 
] lvolution C1n I) of co111•unit~ 1ndic1t1on1 for 1 
1') Weighted average pre•tax price, 
for principal oil products at 2.9.95 
compared with 15.12.1971 
co11p1red with previou1 week 
)O) Weighted average ClF coat of crude <1> 
o1 L auppl 111 for · May. 1985 <Table ltl 
comp,red with 15.12.1978 
<Table 2) 
+ 50 I 
... 2,60 l 
+ 100 I 
<1> The Clf 1upply cost is derivtd fro• 110nthly decl1r1tion1 by;Me111ber St1te1 <••• Qil Bulletin 252 for iaethodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR OE EU~ISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMENSCHAFTEN 
CO"-MSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COM~ DES C<JMtvU,lAUTES EU'IOPEEr-N:S - EmPOnH TON EYPOflAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMw.ss!E VAN OE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
NIVEAUX lNDICATlfS NIIDONADAlRES DIS PWlX HORS TAXES A LA CONSO""'ATION 
WEE~LY INDICATIVE CON&Ufll£R PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED <1> 
IA a:im1,1,, nttion1lt1 




I 1000 L. 
; (2) 
1tL1i,ue C,1!1> 14,872 
Dan•r~ (010 2.71Q 
Dtuuc,Ltttd CDN> 6SI 
IUtl;''. CU> 45.981 
,, ... ,, CFF> Z, 110 
Irelan• (Jr1ah l> 287,49 
ltll iJ CLirt) 485,00 
l,q111111!1our11 (fl..) 15.150 
Ntdlrhnd (Fl> 777 

















~,., 316,37 Jrtlf'l'd 
Ual1• 256,66 
L1.111t'fibour9 264,53 
{' 244,14 Ntc;rland 
.IJni t,d Kirigdoai 275,87 
-. 
!J C,&1J.IE.£.~. 2$6,0i 
• 
a)fib>'lme/Average (5) 
b>VW,tltion ~ \ 
· t!i• 111ri•tion 1. 
Z.9~ ,SI 1s.1a,11 + 33 'I 
c>varfat ion lltl)'elTll! sur 
ltt 5 pro¢ti cs 
Aif'"491 ~rfatian *>I' 
•t lfl!dlcts i. ,, I 15, 12. 78 
'I 
h 
Prh "' • 































+ 25 l 
tt: 
2.9.1985 
GHQi l 11111teur Guoi l chau ffage 
Auto11>tive 911oil Heating guoi l 











211,10 .. 202,70 
Guoi l nr:iteur Gasoil chauffage 
Autolll)t i ve gasoil Heating gasoil 
1000 1- 1000 l. (2) (3) 















@·---·-1 Bl.EAU l Rl.f 
. ··-·--··· 
Fuel Resid.lel HTS 
















Fuel ResidJel HTS 



















EsS11nce super Euence normale Guo; L mteur Guoil ch111.lf fa(ll! fuel Rcsi d1rl ins 









Hali a 325,49 
Luxefl".!:iourg 335,47 
tfe~rtl!nd 309,61 
United !'i ngdom 349,82 
C,E.E,IE.E.C. 324;66 
f!loyenne/ Average (5) 
CaOt CAF d'aoprovisionnement en brut de la 
couunaui,. 
Clf ~ost of Community crude oil 1upplie1. 















Price as 1t 
15.tz.78 
Prix au ,ois de "ai 1985 
Price as 1t May 1985 
Evolution CX> 
2.9,85 /15,1Z,78 
lOOO L Tonne 















·- _____ ..,_ 






27,80 + '"206,55 
<1> Prix lta plua souvent pr1tiquts tt 1insi r1prt11nt1tif1, selon L•• ffltill1ure1 esti~tions di!& eipert$ 111~ 
~tits 1111111br11, dJ 1111rcht pttrolitr di chaqut Etat "'lllbre 
Pri cts 111,at frequently charged and th1.11 r1prt11r,t1tiv1 of th• ail 1111rket in each Member Stat 1, 1ccor di rig 
to tht best 11ti1111tes of th• national experts 
(2) Prh. ll poapt 
Pu1111 price 
<31 Prix pour livraison di 2.000 6 5.000 Litres, Pour l 1 Irl1ndl Livraisons 1 16tendlnt au 11cteur inc:u1triel 
Prices for dlliv1rt11 of Z,000 to 5,000 litrts. ror Jrtland dllivtriH apply to 1ndJstrial uctor 
(4) Prix pour Livr1i1on inftri,ure A 2.000 tonn,1 per.,;, ou inftritur, A Z4,000 tonnes par an. Pri1 franco 
con10 ... t1ur, Po1.1r l'Irlandl l1vra11on1 di 500 • 1,000 tonnes par moil 
Prices for of~akts of l••• tha~ z.ooo ton• per .IIIOnth or less than 24,000 tons per ye1r. Delivered Cons1.11111r 
Price,. for Ireland dtliv1rie1 art tn the range of 500 to 1.000 T per IIIDnth 
C5> LI ""Ytnnt rt1ult1 d'une pondtration dis quantttt1 consollll611 di chaque proci.fit conc,rnt au coura I! l• 
dr!RW lW Tht rHult of w1ightin1 tht prices of tht proc:ucts concerned b)' tht quantiti11 conau•d ct:frtng Sb! HC1RE! 
1!!i. 
. 
Pris de vente des ;,rodu'it-s pptrol iers en t11onnaies nationates 
Selling Pdces of Pet-rol~ua r»rr:-tiucts in_ffational cur_renciei:" 
Prix iaoycns pratiques au 







· france (ff) 
Ireland CI.t) 
Itat;_.- CL ire) 
t.uxembourg (fL) 
Nederland (FL) 










U .•. Ki ngdoa CU 
--· Essence super Essence Normale 
PremiUII Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
raxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
18.386 17.544 35.930 18.126 16.504 34.630 
3350,74 2669,26 6.020 3343,36' 2.636,64 5.980 
709,70. 751 1460,70 701,40 697,- 139.8,40 
26.011,72 38.938,28 65.000 24011,43 31.988,57 56.000 
3.530 2.290 5.820 3.330 2.270 5.650 
382,75 297;25 680 379~39 282,61 662 
848.320 506.680 1.355.000 840.700 464.300 1.305.000 
12.060 16..840 28.900 11.950 .15.950 
• 
, 27.900 
1.031 893 1.924 1.019 .835 1.854 
237,60 208,30 445,90 236,50 201,00. 437,50 
Gasoil Ch-auffage Fuel Lourd HTS 
Heating Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
' 
Taxes Hors taxes Pri x de vent I! Taxes Hors taxes . Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Sell inQ Price 
Z.235 13.145 15.380 - 8.988 8.988 
983,93 2476,07 3.460 410 1.655 2.06$ 
108,40 639 747,40 15 467_ 482 
7806,67 23.693,33 31.59:) 3.508 19.492 23.000 
827,60 219_5,40 3.023,00 165 1.331 1.496 
45,80 265,53 311,33 10,14 187,19 197,33 
215.140 432.470 647.610 10.000 288.530 298.530 
880 14.720 15.600 100 10.613 10.713 
183 746 ( 929 11,20 539 550,20 
7,70 · 202,60 210,30 7,93 150,53 158,46 
(1) Prix a la pompe/Pullp prit:e 
(2) l ivrai<sons de ~000 a SOOD L./Del iveTies of ~,ODO to 5,000 L. 
<3> Livrai<sons de fflOins 2000 tonnes par aois ~t de 110ins de 21..000 ~onnes par al' 
Offtak~s of lEss •han 2,000 1ons per •onth or l~ss than 24,000 tons pe-r year. 
TABLE 5 
- Gasoi l l'loteur · 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vent 
Without taxes Sel Una Pf'i C 
10.204 14.566 24 .. 770 
1001,97 2558,03 3 .. 560 
601,- 695 1.Z96· 
7806,67 23.693,33 31.500 
1.990 2.270 4.260 
302~~ 298,72 601 225. 488.730 714.000 
6,.100 15.300 22.mo 
'388 806 1.194 
207,70 223,30 431,00 
Taux de change au 17.6.85 
1 S • 61,83 FB - 11,0050 CO -
3,D66S Dfll - 3,0665 DIii - 135,89 DR 
9,3525 FF - 0,9799 lRL - 1.954 Lit. 
3,4570 Fl - 0,7846 UKL -
1 ECU • 45,2385 F8 - 8,05191 0 -
2,24363 Dfll - 99,4252 DR - 6,84284 Ff 
0,716962 .. IRL - 1429,66 Lit. -
2,52935 fL - 0,574076 UKL. 
TALSMANDSTJENESTEN - DIENST DES SPRECHERS - SPOKESMAN'S SERVICE - SERVICE DU FORTE-PAROLE 
YnHPEIIA EKnPornnov TYnov- SERVIZIO DEL PORTAVOCE - DIENST VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
·;·;;·;··;·;····;;;···;··;·······;·;;··;··;;·;;;;· ;··· 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • •••• • • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfORMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAIOINOIH rlATON TYDO • INfDRMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA • MIDIOlllNG AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 19 September 1985 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 306 iff/-J 7. y11 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Co111t1ission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member Stites ind for the Community 11 1 whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to iaproved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
,The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over ti•• of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Meaber States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary : I Evolution (in X> of Community indications for 
• 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 9.9.85 
compared with 15.12.1978 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude <1) 
oil supplies for · -May 1985 <Table It) 
compared with 15.12.1978 
(Table 2) 
+ 44 t, 
- 4,30 J. 
t 100 'l 
C1> The CIF supply cost is derived from ~oothly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KO.MSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN .. 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN CGIMt.NTIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES El.J'IOPEENNES - ErnTPOllH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMLNTA EUROPEE - COMt.tSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
NlVEAUX INOICATIFS HEBPOIIIADAlRES OES PRIX HORS TAXES A LA CONSOMMATlON 
WEEiLY INOICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAKE AND DUTIES EXCLUOEP (1l 
En monnaies nationales 





Belgique CFB) 14.880 
Pan1111rk CDK> 2.545 
Peutschland <PM) 632 
El las (OR) 45.988 
France ( FF> 2.060 
. -··-·--~. 
Ireland Ciri sh £) 287,49 
Italia CLirel 477.010 
Luxenbourg CFL) 1 S, 150 
Ne~rland (Fl) 785 
United Kingd>m Ct> 198,50 
Prix au 
Prices as at : 9•9.1 9a5 
Essence nor1111le Gasoi l mateur G11so I l c h.:iu f fa!,fe 
Regular gasoline Auto1110tive gasoil Heating g-1soil 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 
m CZ> (3) 
14.000 1~.2~2 13.940 
2.430 l.625 2 .lt10 
568 612 673 
40.988 30.1fl J0,193 
2.070 2.190 206'2,20 
···--····· .. , 
... ,.,,, 
275,29 279,l1 Z26,53 
434.640 479.410 440,328 
14.250 . 13,940 13.370 
735 147 785 
. 
191,60 211,10 194,80 
fuel Residiel liTS 

















En cill lars 
In cbl lars 
-·------·--·--·--------"'-··------··-----
I EHence s1-1ner Essencr normale 
/ Premium gasoline Regl.llar gasoline 
, 1000 ~ 1000 L 
i (2) (2) 
I 
' 
Belgique I 249,62 234,85 I 
' Danrn:,r k I 238,12 227,36 
Deutsct,lano ! 214,10 192, 42 
Ell as 327,64 292;02 
France 228,76 229,87 
Ireland 303~03 290,17 
Italia 242,87 221,30 
LU~s!11.:.,uur y 254,15 239,05 
Nederland 236,65 221,58 
United Kingcbm 257,35 248,41 
--·-
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a)r-byerre/Allt.'ra~ (5) 239,86 212,29 
b)Variation noyeme t. 
Average variation t. 
9.9.85 /15.12.78 t 25 t. t 16 t. 
c)Variation noyeme sur 
Les 5 prod.Ii ts 
Avera~ variation br 
all 5 prod.lets 
9191851 15."12. 78 
-
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137, 4 7 
185,20 
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-----~--· ... -- '""""· --- -- ,, ._._._ . --···· -···-·-· 
rTAfll fAII 3 , 
_IA~-'--' . I 
' .. -------· - ·- .. ---· ., __ .. .... --·- , ... - I 
Essence super Essence norm.1le G-1soi l 
...... , 
C,.1-:oi I mott>ur , t 
Premium ga~ol inc Regular gasoline Auton.:it i ve gaso i l He,1t i nq 
1000 !. 1000 L 10 0 I 1[}(1 
h•u Hit3e 
1
, foe!. Res, .-hoe( IITS , 
1 
q,1·,,1il Rc:,i1htl F'u<'I Qlt HSC 
II I T "'"'· I (2) (2) 
Ucl gi<iut• 331, 15' 311, 51 
...... 
--,-- .. Dilnm.:i r k 315, 90 301,63 
Deutsch land 284,04 255,27 
EL las 434,66 387,40 
France 303,48 304,95 
Ireli!nd 401,98 384,92 
ltal ia 322,20 293,58 
Luxer.;::iourg 337,16 317,13 
Nederland 313,95 293,96 
United ~ingoom 341,!,1 329,54 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 318,22 281,64 
l'loyenne/Average (5) 










































---T- ----- ---· 
200,82 
(,) Prix les plus souvent pratiqu1h et ainsi reprhentati fs, selon les meilleures estimat10ns O?'i exp!'rts ,r:; 





Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according 
to the best estimates of the national experts 
Pri~ .!I la poll'()e 
Pu"" price 
Prix pour l1vraison de 2.000 .\ S.000 litres. Pour l'lr-lande livraisons s',Hendant au s .. 1.:teur indJstr,el 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to inwstrial sector 
Prix pour livraison inferieure .!I 2.000 tonnes par rrois ou infi!rieure .!1··24.000 tonnes par an. PriK franca 
consommateur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de SQQ .!I 1.000 tonnes par mois 
prices for of~akes of Less than 2,000 tons per ,ronth or Less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per month 
La moyenne rhulte d'une ponderation des quantith consommees de chaque prcidJit concerne au cours -~ _l_~ 
E!£iode 1984 




Cout CAF d'aoorovisionnement en brut de la 
communaute. 
Pr ix au 






Clf Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
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PRISSl·MIDDIULSI • MITTIILUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANAKOINDIH rlA TON TYOO • INfORMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 26 September 1985. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 307 
'The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly sum•ary ] Evolution (in,··X'>' of Commun'ity indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 16.9.1985 CTable 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +49'1. 
compared with previous week +3,10'1. 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude (1) 
oil supplies for May 1985 (Table 4) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +100'1. 
<1> The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EURO~ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EU'IOPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN .. 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMM,t,WJTES EI.R)PEENl'ES - ErllTPOllH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELL!: COMUNITA EUROPEE - COM~E VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
NIVEAUX INDICATlFS HESDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS TMCES A LA CONSONMATION 
WEEKLY IHOICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
en· mnnaies nationales 





Belgique (fB> 15.440 
Oan•rk (DK) 2.630 
Deutschland CDN> 691 
Ellas (DR) 45.988 
France (ff) 2.020 
Ireland (Irish£) 276,11 
Italia (Lire) 468.540 
Luxembourg CFL> 15.150 
Nederland (fl) 819 
United Kingd:>m (£) 196,30 









Pdces as at 
Essence normle 




























212,1 486.1 ij I 
13.9 : . 
M 
210,8) 









Gasoi l chau ffage 















TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
--,....--- ... --. ··-
Fuel Resid.lel HTS 
















2 ·j TABLE 
1000 L Tonne 
(3) (4) 
Gasoil chauffage I Fuel ResidJel HTS 











United Ki ngct>m 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a)llb)ierY,e/Average (5) 
b)Variaticn no:,,erne '1 
Average variation 1 
16.9.85/15.12.78 
c)Variaticn no)'eme sur 
Les 5 prodJits 
Average variation t>r 





























' ' 1i i, 
264 4;(1 i 



























Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage 
TABLEAU 3 TABLE 
Fuel Resi ciJel ttTS 
Premtum gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heat iw1 ga~oi l Re~ i clia l fuel Oil ttSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
• ( 2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
• 
Belgique 343,04 321,71 345,13 317,31 202,54 
Danmark 326,15 311,89 330,49 301,97 192,84 
Deutsch land 310,09 281,82 · 317,72 310,54 203,74 
Ellas 431,63 384,70 1283,38 283,38 220,49 
France 297,41 300,36 11323,92 298,53 192,58 
Ireland 385,57 371,94 394,44 320,90 248,34 
Italia 314,06 285,66 
r90 295,49 194,66 ' Luxer.~ourg 336,60 316,60 p,72 297,05 203,49 
.Nederland 327,17 306,80 t: 14 322,78 217,31 








meilleures estimations des experts des Prix Les plus souvent pratiques et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selol' ;,, 
Etats membres, du marche pttrolier de chaque Etat MenDre 
Prices most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each He11Der State, according 
to the best estimates of the national experts 
(2) Prix a la ponpe 
Punp price .. ::~- .. 




Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres. Pour l'Irlande Civraisons s'Hendant au secteur industriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland ~liveries apply to industrial sector 
Prix pour livraison inferieure.a 2.-0Q,p tonnes par mois ou inftrieure a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco 
consommateur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de 500 a 1.000 tonnes par mois 
Prices for of ftakes of less than 2,000 .tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the-range of 500 to 1.000 T per month 
La moyenne rtsulte d'une pondtration des quantitts consommltes de chaque produit concerne au cours de la 
ptriode 1984 · 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed i1iring the period 
~ 
ITABLEAU 4 I TABLE 
Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la 
Communaute. 
Prix au 






CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au mois de mai 1985 





Prix de vcnte des produits petroliers en monnaies nationales 
S-eT[Tn_g Pr_i_ces_ of Petroleum Products in -National currencTes. 
~ 
(Tableau mensuel) 
Prix rnoyens pratiques au 






El las (DR) 
France CF F) 
Ireland (I. ll) 
Italia (Lire) 
Luxembourg ( FU 
Nederland (FL) 










U. Kingdom (1£) 
Essence super Essence Norrnc1le 
Premium Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without Tax(!.S Selling Price W i t h out Taxes Selling Price 
18.010 16.040 • 34.050 
~' 
17.770 15.080 32.850 3.415 2.915 . 6.320 3.380 2.800 6.180 
707,70 742 1.449,70 698,40 675 1.373,40 
26.011,72 38.988,28 ., 65.000 24.011,43 31.988,57 56.000 
3.530 2.250 5.780 3.370 2.250 5.620 
382,01 293,99 676 379,20 281,80 661 
846.800 498.200 1.345.000 839170 455.830 1.295.000 
12.060 16.840 28.900 11.950 15.950 27.900 
1.023 852 1.875 1.011 793 1.804 
236,40 201,10 437,50 235,40 193,80 429,20 
: .. 
·-
Gasoil Chauffage (.f" Fuel Lourd HTS 
Heating Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Taxes ·Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes. Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes SellinQ Price 
2.206 12.974 ·15_ 180 
- 8.815 8.815 
904 2.476 3.380 410 1.655 2.065 
106,20 620 726,20 15 444,70 459,70 
7.806,67 23.693,33 31.500 3.508 19.492 23.000 
818,20 2.144,80 2.963 165 1.307 1.472 
44,23 249,85 294,08 10, 14 174,46 184,60 
211.600 412.815 624.415 10.000 279.706 289.706 
850 14.150 15.000 100 9.255 9.355 
179 727 906 11,20 520 531,20 
7,70 . 198,30 206,00 7,82 133,76 141,58 
C1).Prix a la pompe/Pump price 
(2) livraisons de ~000 a 5000 L./Detiveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
· Ga soil Moteur · 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de ven1 
Without taxes Selling Prii 
10.130 14.270 24.400 
1.030 2.690 3. 720 
599,80 682 L281,80 
7.806,67 23.693,33 31.500 
1. 980 2.250 4.230 
. 298,54 282,46 581 
223.590 479.410 703.000 
6.580 14.720 21.300 
385 789 1.174 
:>06,20 213,10 419,30 
Taux de change au 15.7.1985 
1$ •57,87FB - 10,3490 CD -
2,8755 DM - 129,44 DR -
8,7275 Ff - 0,9170 IRL -
1.863,25 Lires - 3,2375 FL-
0,7171 UK.£ 
1 ecu • 45,3044 FB - 8,10186CD 
~,25113 DM - 101,334 DR 
6,83245 FF - 0,717895 I 
1458,67 Lit. - 2,53452F 
0,561394 UK£ 
(3) Livraisons de moins 2000 tonnes par mois et de moins de 24.000 :onnes par an 
Offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. 
TALSMANDSTJENESTEN - DIENST DES SPRECHERS - SPOKESMAN'S SERVICE - SERVICE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
YnHPEIIA EKnPornnov rvnov- SERVIZIO DEL PORTAVOCE - DIENST VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHlUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INfDRMAZIONI AllA STAMPA • MHFDHINC AAN Df0PFRS 1985 erusse1s, 3"' ci:ooer • 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.308 lj'(l?·<f/J 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States b~t such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is Limited even if fluctu1tions 
in excha~ge rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the ,ame 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each cou~try), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table ·2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodologiwill be appended to the bulletin published at the beginninq 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely avail•bl• on demand <telephone 235,35.75). 
I Weekly suamary 1 Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
• 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 23.9.85 <Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +60'1 
compared with previous week +7,6'1 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude <1> 
oil supplies for May 1985 <Table Lil 
compared with 15.12.1978 +100'1 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSK)NEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE F~LLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EI.JIDPAISCHEN GEMEIIISCHAFTEN .. 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMlHTIES - COtvMSSION DES COM\1UNAUTES EI.RJPEEIIN:S - Ef1TPOf1-i TON EYPOllAIKON KOII\IOTHTON 
COMMISSK)NE DELLE COMJNITA EUROPEE - COt.MSSIE VAN DE EU'IOPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
NIVEAUX IiNDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER 'PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED C1l 
En aonnaie• nationales 





Belgique CFB) 15.448 
Din•rk (DK) 2.630 
Deutschland COM> 689 
Ellas COR> 4S.988 
France (Ff) 2.030 
Ireland <Irish £) 280,99 
Ital ;a CLfre) 472.!80 
Luxellbourg <FL> 15.150 
Nederland (Fl) 819 
. 
United Kingcbm <£> 195, 10 
En cbllars 
In cbllars 23.9.1985 
Essence super 












United Kingcbm 280,64 
-
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a)M:>)'t'ITe/Avera9:' (5) 264,44 
b)Variation noyerre t 
Allerage variation t +371 
23.9.85/15.12. 78 
c)Variation noyeme sur 
les 5 prodJits 
lwerage variation t>r 
all 5 prodJcts 
23.9.85 /15.12.1978 
---· ------· - ·- ·-·-· ----· -
Pri II au 
Prices as at =23.9.1985 
'Essence normle Gasoil moteur 
Regular gasoline Auto110tive gasdil 












188, 10 210,50 
EssencP normale Gasoil rooteur 
Regular gasoline Automotive gasoi l 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
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Gasoil chau ffag,' 


















Fuel ResidJel HTS 















T .\&L ",1U 2 
TABLE------ J 
-------·---
Fue L Res i die· L H 



















En 6cu 23.9.1985 
In 6cu 
---- --------------
TABI...EAU 3 TABLE 
Essence super Essence nor male Gasoil moteur Ga soil c hau f fage Fuel Resi dJel HTS 
Pre mi um gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Resi dJal Fuel Oil HSI 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
, 
Belgique 341,74 320,50 338,51 307,43 202,62 
Danmark 325,20 310,98 329,53 301,09 192,28 
Deutsch Land 309,63 281,76 333,44 308,28 204,02 
El las 426,32 379,97 279,89 279,89 217,77 
France 298,88 301,82 325,38- -· - 298,52 192,58 
Ireland 391,80 379,32 405,18 320,42 247,97 
Italia 314,29 286,12 327,72 298,27 195,85 
i 
\.uxe.,!;ourg 335,15 315,24 328,73 316,12 206,38 
Nederland 327,04 306,67 347,00 322,65 217,23 
United Kingdom , 341,47 329,22 368,43 355,12 ?23,68 
--·-
C.E.E./E.E.C. 321,75 296,77 334,72 304,14 204,47 
Moyenne/Average (5) 
- --·· --·- -·--·" 
.. 
---------·····--
(1) Prix Les plus sou\/ent pratiquh et ainsi reprhentati fs, selon Les mei lleures estimations des experts des 
Etats .. lllbres, du aarcht pttrolier de chaque Etat Ment>re 
Prices mst frequently charged and thus representative of the oi L market in each Memtin State, according 
to the best esti .. tes of the national experts 
C2) Prix~ la poq,e 
Puap price 
(l) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres. Pour l'Irlande livraisons s 16tendant au secteur ind.Jstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland delit,1eries apply to ind.Jstrial sector 
(4) Prix pour livraison inf6rieure •.2.000 tonnes par n>is ou inftrieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Pri~ franco 
con10M1teur. Pour l' Ir Lande l ivl'ai sons de 500 • 1.000 tonnes par mah 
Prices for of~akes of less than 2,000 tons per 111>nth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per mnth 
C5) La myenne rhulte d'une pond6ration des q\.i,mdUs consommhs de chaque prod.lit concern6 au cours de la 
e•rjodl 1984 . 
The result of weighting the prices of the prod.Jets ro~cerned by the quantities consumed d.Jring the periog 
·;,1\.f 
~ TABLEAU 4 
TABLE 
cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de La 
Communaute. 
Clf Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15. 12.78 
Prix au.mois de mai 1985 
Price as at May 1985 
Evolution (X> 
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IP (8,) 4lt . .. ~ 
• 
• 
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PRfSSf·MfDDHHSf • MITTfllUNG AN Dlf PRfSSf • PRfSS·RflfASf • INfORMATIDN A lA PRfSSf 
ANAKOINDIH rlA TON TYRO • INf DRMAZIONf AUA STAMPA • Mf Of Of UNG AAN Of Pf RS . 
4'{17,YIJ 
lrUHlLH, le 10 Q'Ctobre,· 1905.- .,-




le, bulletin• p•trolier1 que L1 co .. i11ion publie cheque ••••int ,indiquent Lea ·cternier, 
ren11igneaent1 d11pon1bL11 1ur Lt• ,L .. tnt1 concernant L1 fora1t1on d11 pr1a d1n1 La 
Co••un•ut6 et 1e1 Et1t1 "ellbre1. Cea bulletin• do1vtnt contribuer d1n1 L111prit de La 
Coma1111on • 111urer un~ .. 1LL1urt tr1n1p1rence d11 a1rch61 p6trol1er, d1n1 la Coaaunaut•. 
Les c~iffrea indiqu61 d1n1 ch1qut bulletin tr1duhent L '6volut1on dans Le t1ap1 d.t c•t1ins 
prix. IL• permttttnt • un aoaent donn6 unt coap1r111on tntre Et1t1 Mellbrt1 ••1• une ttlle 
coap1r1i1onpeutnt p11 •tre repr61ent1t1ve de1 rapport, d,-pr1x 1ntern1tion1ux au court 
d'un, Longue p6r1ode dt teap1. En outre, 1L tit 6v1dtnt qut cttte coap1r111on, 1nd6pen• 
d11111ent de L'effet perturbateur des aod1f1cat1on1 de change, a de1 Limittt : incontestable 
pour dt1 produiu 1dtn~1qu11 vendu1 aux llf•e• cat6gori11 de con1oaa1teur1, tlle ne prtnd 
p11 en coaptt Les 1tructur11 de con10 .. 1tion (Lt1 c1t69or1,1 de produ1t1 rec1n1ft1 n, 
repr61entent pas toujoijrl L•111ent11L des v1ntt1 pour chaque produit ou ~haque pays>, Ltt 
1p6cific1tiorw dt qu1Li1:6 et Let a6thodt1 dt dhtriln•tion proprt1 6 ch1que ltat Meabre. In 
ce 1en1 on doit 1oul1Qner La nature 1111nt1tlleaent 1nd1cat1vt de cert1in1 6L ... nt1 du 
Tableau 2. 
Une description d,t,i u,e de la a6thodologie util 11,, 11ra Jo1nte en annexe du bulletin 
paraissant au d•but de chaque triaestre calendaire. 
Lt bulletin p•troL1er de La co .. 111ion est •1• arac1eu,, .. nt 6 La d11po11t1on de 11u1 •u1 
en tffectuent La deaan~e CttL. 235.35.?5>. 
' 
f R61u•• de La 11•11nt 1 •volut1on (en X> des 1nd1c1teur1 co .. un1ut1ir11 du 
1°> Prix aoyen hor1 taxes pond6rt des 
grands produitl pjtrolier1 au 30.9.85 (Tableau 2> 
par rapport au 15.12~1978. 
. ' 
+591 
par rapport• L1·1ea1ine pr•c6dente 
... 0,11 
2°> CoOt CAF d'•fA.rov111onn,.,nt en 
· p•trole brut "1, 1111 1985 <T1bLe1u4 .) · 
par rapport au 15.12.78 +100I 
• 
(1) Lt coOt d'1pprovi1ionnflllnt provient di1 d•cL1r1tion1 .. n,ueLL11 des ltati aeabr11 
<er bulletin 252 pour a6thodolog1e>. 
• 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROA!EISKE FJELLESSKA8ER - KOMtv1SS10N DER EtmPAlSC 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES _ COMMISSION DES I-EN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 




NlVEAUX IN0ICAT1'S HEBDOMADAlRES DES PRIX.HORS TAXES A I.A CONSOMMATION 
- .' ·.- . 
WIEKLY 1N01CAT.IVI .CONSQIIIR PlllCE LEVELi TAXE_AND DUTIES EXCLU .. D <1> 
_ Pf'hw - 5 
: Pric11·a1 at ~-9•198 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
·En.aonnaies netionales 






Ireland Uriah !> 
Italia <Li re> 
Luxemourg C FL) 
Nederland (Fl> 
• United Kingdom <£> 
Entnce ._.,.,-
Pre-.iu• p1ol tne 












, .. , ' 
-Esienc:• nor•le .. IOfA •teur . -.aofl chaiaf'fage Fiael IIH1Ml HTS 
Regular glisol 1ne_ ' Ayto-»tive_·- a-_ aoH · , tteating paoil Reai dial Fuel OH HSC 
1000 L ·: -\ 1000 L· · - . _ 1000 L Tonne \ 
(2> : ·. ' . - (2) :: :, . .' : · : (3),. (4) 






















!rh Les plus aouvent prai1'11,1f1 et ain11 repr•s.ntatifi,'.aelon Lea lililleurts tst1•t1ons d11 experts dis 
tt•V, •mres, di •rchf pftrol ier di chaque ltat ,...,re·· · -, , · · ' 
(1) 
P,::.ii~·mst freqiaently charged and thus repre1tntat1v, of the\qtl 111rktt" in each Mllber State, according 
~f'h• best eati •tes of the national experts ,~, · _' · · ·, 
<2> · ·"Prb • la po""• - ,., 
Pullll) pri Ct 
:/,i\· 
Prix pour livrahon di 2.000 • 5.000 litre,. P'ollr L'lrlandl L:ivraisona· 1'6tendlnt au aecteur tndlstrt,l 
Prices for dtltveriea of Z.000 to 5;000 Utrea~' ,Or, Jrtland dlltveriea apply to incilstrial Hctor 
<4> l'rh pour Livra-hon inffrt~re • 2.oooitOMts'•"~\-,11:~ 1nffrieur,·t:z4.ooo tonne, par an. Prix fraf9co 
conao-teur. PoOr l'Irlandllivr11soris' dit ,ocri:1~ooo'toilne1·par aoh. • - · 
Prices for offtakea of Lesa than 2,000 tons per'aonth or.:le11 than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered CCflliaNr 
Prices. For Ireland dtt-iveriH,af't tn<tlie .range o.f :500 ,tq .1.000 T per aonth 
. (5) •. .· .. ; ··-\r.,"'.:-;.ff·>. ·~\·;/:~..:-;~_,;~( .. ·,,. ';_._ .. ',. ..· LI .,yenne rhultt d'une, pqndtra~ion.L .• i·{.,.ntUfs. :~•o-...es, dt chaque prod.lit concernt au cours dlt Le 
e•r1odl 1984 '' . '. .·.. · . . ,-:,:.~:··~·(.'r:t .;~··.~:;~t-f:·,:~~-.:~-_ ... -: : '.:~ .· . ,. . 
The rtsult of veightins the rices of ,,.. prod.l~at.concerned by the qu,ntitiea consu•d !:=dJ~r:.Li!.!lnL.t::ihe~w~---










United Ki ngd>m 
C. E. E. IE. E. C. 
a)~/Averi19'! CS> · 
b)Variati00f\ ID)1!fTle 1 
Aver1tg1t *"iaticn T. 
30.9.85/15.12.78 
c)lowicttion ID)'elTll1 sur 
lea 5 prodri ts 
11/erar,: varfaticn br 
all 5 prodjcts 
30.9.85/15.12.78 
Essene• ~up" 






























. <iasoi l moteur 
Autonotive gasoil 
_ 1000 L -
' .' '·(2} -_. 




,,' _' 2_2~, 73 








. ,.· ·:r:;-, 
··-···-~-
---·-----"-----~-·----------~ . ' ··,,. 
G1soil chauffage · Fuel ResidJel HTS 
"eating gasoil Residlal Fuel ·oil HSC 
1 ooo I. Tonne · 
















169, 17 _ 
178,74. 












































. coot CAF d'approvisionn .. tnt llfl brut de la 
Co111111unaut6. 
ClF Cost of COIINIIUnity crudt oil 1upplit1. 
Essence normal e Gasoi l moteur 
Regular gasoline Automodve gasoi l 






























Prix au "AI 1985 





, .. I TABLEAU 3 TABLE 
Ga soi L chau f fage fuel ResidJel HTS 
Heating gasoil ResidJal fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L Tonne 
(3) (4) 


















TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOH)llOY TYllOY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • •••• .. .. . . . ..... ..: . . .. : . : :·. .. . . .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -· . 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • ••• . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .... . : 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASl • INfDRMATIDN A LA PR.ISSI 
ANAKDINDIH rlA TON nn·o • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • Ml Of OJI 1111! IAN OJ_Dlll m,JH'e'tl, "P'7' &'e'!ober 1985. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.310 Lf 'f J '7. 'ti! 
• The weekly oil bulletin,,published by the Co•mission, gives the Latest available data 
rel1Ung·· to price development in the Member States and for the Coamunity as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. . . :. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such 1 
comparison may not be representative of inteMfltional price relationships over I longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a compari.son is Limited even if fluctuations 
in.exchange rates are ignored; although valid--for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market ~tructures, (the product categories 
reported ar, not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State." In ·~his context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of· ~able 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
. · of each quarter. · 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on deaand (telephone 235.35.75). 
' 
I Weekly sumaary' , ] Evolution Cin X> of Community indications for: 
.. _..,,....,.. .. _ . 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 7.10.1985 
compared with ~5.12.1978 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude <1> . 
oi l supplies for · May -1985 <Table It l 





+ l ,ZJ 
+1001. 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from 110nthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - Ell1TPOl1H TON EYPOllAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
WEEKL y I~!HCATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED ( 1 > 
. . ;:: en mnnties nationales 
'. ·u. natiOftal ·currenc;es 
, 
'•,,, 
\ 'f /\i:3L, 
l_rABU= . 
,·_~~ ·;· }.:.;~',-;;; __ _;·j·:t.'~· .:.,..;..._;__-r---~--,-..;...,·--~~-"7...:_...:.:.~r~------~··1'r--:---:---:-:--r-:--··,.,.,.,, ............ ,-.,..,,.. __ .. _ 'lfll,'' ::.~·, -~·':'/·' 
Ess~ce ~r' Essence ·nor•lt / Gisoi l aoteur''· ·.• . Gasoi l chau ffage Fuel Re:i i 1~1e t HTS 
Prelriu• gaso~ 1ne Regular gaisolt"' Autonot;ve gasqil . . Heat fog gasoil Re:si Cl.ml r,,~'. Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L . , • AOOO L · 1000 L \'or,,,.,: 
L,. _ __...;._ ___ -J-__ <:.:2:.>_ ....;..._;4, _ __:<~2>:..·_. ___ ..:;~-+--'·_,_· *_<_2_> --~-t ___ <3_> __ ~~ ... ~-"'""'""""""' .... 
•tgi qaii :(18) 





· · treland Ciri sh £) 
Italia <Lire> • 
Luxelllboilria C FL) 
Nederland C Fl> 
























' "" 15.~ 110 
• I 
.,.. 
' 13.701 >i ::19 ~ 
2.435 r ~· t: ").:J. 
671 
30.193 ;~:; .49?, 
2.027,60 1,258 
:._,,f 
229,80 '!t'S,. 91 
1.41.780 zgr.; .739 
' 14.290 9 .. 329 
774 5t:6 
.193,60 i19 ,.30 
-·---
m Prh les plus sou.ient pratiquh et ainsi reprbent~tf~f);~~l~n les meilleures estimations ci?s experts dP.s 
Etats meirores, di march! pt!tr'ol ier de cltaque £tat Meri>re · 
Prices fl0St frequenHy·charged a"nd thus represent,aJlve<of. the.oi l'll\1rket in each Member State, accordi,,c; 
tp the best esti ma-tes of the t'lational eicperts i·. · }': ;;<:; · . 
Prh A la pon,:,e . , 




C3) Prix pour livraison de-..2.000-~ 5.000 litres. Pour l'Irlande livraisons s'!tendant au secteur incl.isUis,c 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres •. For.·Ireland deliveries .apply to indJstrial sector 
\ 
· (4) Prix pour l ivraison' i n.fl!rieure i 2.000 tonne.s par· aoi s ou i nf~ri.eure II 24. 000 tonnes par an. Prix fr?,:",:: 
consom1111teur. Pour l'Irlancli·lfvraisons de 500 l 1.000 tonnes par_mois 
Prices for offtakes of less·-than 2,000 tons per• mnth or less than 24;000 tons per year. Del iver,·d Con,., .r,:::r· 
Prices-!'. for Ireland deliveries are in tiie·range of SOO to 1.000 T per month 
La IIIOyenne rhulte ;d'une pon'dfratfon des quantit(s conso111n!es de. chaque prod.ih concern~ au cours c;e ,, 
pfrfode 1984 .. .• . , ._.. . . . . · 
The result of weighting the pricu of the prod.Jets concerned by tlie quantities consumed dJri1!9 H,e_r-ed·.,,d 





7.'I0.1985 .. .. ___________ _ 
I Essence super Essence nor ma le ·Gasoil rroteur Gasoil chau 
Premium gasoline 
-Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating ga 1000 L . 1000 L 1000 L . 1000 L (2) ·--~ (2) (2) (3) 
' 
ffa9e f1.1,_·l. 
soil Res,_-:h .. -, 
' . lttt':~ 281,,49 . 263,58 281,90 255,(,2 




.278,58 .. 255,11 
' 253,97 Ellas 348,31 3,0,44 2~,6~ 228,68 
France 249 ,44. 253,16 ,,276, 74 251,62 Ireland •... ·.,.,· . 328,91 318,44 / 340,15 268,99 ,, Italia /· 
._,· 284,05 270,33 246,53 . 248,16 LUXl!llt>ourg 




I 263.55 298.16 274.61 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a)fobyerne/Average (5) 270,06 257,13 281,51 : 252,49 
b)Variation noyeme 'I. 
--1 
. Average variation t +40'1 +401, +621 +741 7 .10.85/ 15. 12. 78 
' 
' c)Variqtion noyeme sur 
Les 5 prod.ii ts ~ Averq variation br all 5 predicts 7 .10.85A5.12.78 
·- ________ .._ ________ ---· 





In. 6cu 7 •. 1~.1985 
I 
Essence super Essence normale Gaso;l moteur 
Premium gasolin~ :·<fegular gasoline Autolllotive gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 100Q L 




Belgique 336,11 '. 314,?2 '. 336~60 
,, 
. l>anmark .. 333,94 319,61 . 332,07 
I • 
Deutsch land 332,63 30~r61 · 334,43 '. 
-· .. 
:-; •. 273'/>5 Ellas ~15,89 370,68 . 
.. 
... 
France 297,83 302,28 330,43 
Ireland ~- . •', 392,71 380,20 i·· 466713 
-
~' Italia 322,78 · 294,36 : 3~?,_16 r .. .. 
Luxer.obourg 337,49 317 ,44 · 331,03 
Nederland 306,53 286,47 ' 330,20 
United Kingdom • 356,02 326,55 314,69 
.. \ 
C. E. E. /E. E .. C. 322,47 307,02 336,12, . . ,, 
Moyenne'/Average (5) 
----=-------···. 
. Cout CAF d' approvisionne11ent en -brut de la 
Communaut6. 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
l 
' 
1· ~ :r~x ·.u 
15.12.78 
I. 
Price as at 
Prix au moil de mai 1985 
Price as at May 1985 . 
. Evolution CX> 






I. TABLl:AU TABLE l 
Gasoil chauffage · Fuel Resi dJel HTS 

































27,80 !,206,5S. . 
. . 
l 
TALSMANDST JENESTEN - DIENST DES SPRECHERS - SPOKESMAN'S SERVICE - SERVICE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
vnHPEIIA EKnPornnov TYnov- SERVIZIO DEL PORTAVOCE - DIENST VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
~ 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRHSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANHDINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INfDRMAZIDNI AllA STAM PA • MIDtff f'tftlf 1lW I Pifi9be r 1985 • 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 311 9 '-/ / 1. '{ / / 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole., 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States b~t such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary Evolution Cin X> of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 14.10.1985 
compared with 15.12.1978 
compared with previous week 
Weighted average CIF cost of 
oil supplies for June 1985 







(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIOf\EN FOR OE E~ISKE FA:LLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EUOPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COfvMSSION DES ~S ElRJPEENNES - EfllTPOllH TON EYPOnAfKON KOtNOTHTON 
COMMISSIOt,E DELLE COtv\.NTA EUROPEE - COWMSSIE VAN OE EI.J'IOPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
\ 
, ....... n ... n .. 111i,.,4l,n1.a.,-~ n1;c11u1"1fU.II\J.nc-> UC-> r"'N"J.A nUff;) IAAt:> A LA LUN;)UrlJ'IAIJUN 
WE.EKL Y INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED 
En monnaies nationales 
ln n,tional currencies 
Pi') x au • 14.10 198'5 
Pr1ces as at • • · 
(1) 
Essence super Essenc.e nor ma le Ga soil moteur Gasoi l chau ffage Fuel .Res i we l HT. 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil kesi liJal Fuel Oil H~ 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 
-
Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FB) 15.064 14.104 14.358 12.880 7.991 
Oan~rk (DK) 2.430 2.315 2.790 2.560 1.645 
Deutsch land COM) 719 656 741 659 441 
Ellas (DR) 45.988 40.988 30.193 30.193 23.492 
France ( FF) 2.000 2.030 2.230 2.110.,20 1. 258 
Ireland <Irish £) 272,04 262,80 290,59 229,80 175,91 
Italia (Lire) 477 .010 436.640 505.680 441.042 280.678 
Luxembourg C FU 14.790 13.900 14.860 14.290 9.329 
Nederland ( Fl) 764 714 823 774 496 
United Kingdom Cl> 191,60 184,70 299,70 207,80 122,90 
' 
(1) Prix Les plus souvent pratiqu•s et ainsi repr,sentatifs, selon Les aeilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats 11emt>res, liJ 111arch6 p•trol ier de chaque Etat Mentire 
Prices mst frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according 
to the t..st estinates of the national experts 





Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres. Pour l'Irlande livraisons s'~tendant au secteur ind..lstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to ind..lstrial sector 
Prix pour livraison in~rieure i 2.000 tonnes par mois ou inf~rieure A 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco 
conso111111Bteur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de 500 i 1.000 tonnes par mois 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per mnth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per IIIDnth 
La 11Dyenne rtsulte d'une pon<Mration de-s quantitts conso"""'es de chaque prodJit concernt au cours de la 
p~dode 1984 
The result of weighting the prices of the prod.Jets concerned by the quantities consumed during t~ period 
·' !!!i. 
En d:>l lars 
In d:>l lars 14.10.85· 














C. E. E. IE. E. C. 
a)Jlb:rerne/Average (5) 
b)Variation noyerne t 
Average variation t 
14.10.85/ 15.12.78 
c)Variation noyerne sur 
Les 5 prod.Jits 
Average variation 1br 
all 5 prod.Jets 
14.10.85/ 15.12. 78 
Essence super Essence norlllille 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline 
























Gasoi l chau ffa9e fuel kesi ri,cl HTS 
Heating gasoil Resicil~l fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L Tonne 
(3) (4) 
239,00 148,28 






265, 16 '173, 11 
258,38 165,58 
270,54 260,80 296, 10 
·-
------+---------+----"-----1----29_3_,,;__4_;1 __ -l-____ 1.:.;7:.:3:.!,.;.5=-3--·-
264,53 249,57 278,75 250,38 161,92 














United Ki ngcbm 
C. E. E. /E. E. C. 
Moyenne/Average (5) 
Essence super 














Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la 
Communaute. 
Clf Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Essence nor ma le Gasoil moteur 
Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 































Fuel Resi cLel HTS 
















Price as at 
15.1'2.78 
Prix au mois de juin 1985 













TALSMANDSTJENESTEN - DIENST DES SPRECHERS - SPOKESMAN'S SERVICE - SERVICE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
YnHPEIIA EKnPornnov rvnov- SERV.IZIO DEL PORTAVOCE - DIENST VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
. . ... . , 
•• • • •• •• •• • ••••• •• • • • • • ••••• • •• • •• • • •• • •• • • • • • 
... ··-.;. ;; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • ••• 
• • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAIDINDIH rlA TON TYRO • INFORMAZIONI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
. tj'-{(7.lfl/ 
Brussels, 31 October 1985. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 312 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the,bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, Cthe product categor.J,.es 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product ;n 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin publis~ed at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary 1 Evolution (in X> of Community indications for 
• 
10> Weighted average pr.e-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 21.10.1985 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +6041 
~ . ), ,.., 
compared with previous week +141 
2°) Weighted. average CIF cost of crude <1> 
oil supplies for July.1985 (Table it) 
compared with 15.12.~978 +921 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from ~onthly.declarations by.Member States Csee 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EU~ISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOWMSSION DER ELflOPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COtvf.,U,.iAUTES ElRJPEE · COMMISSKJNE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMlvtSSIE v_AN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPE~S - EnlTPOflH TON EYPOllAfKON KOINOTHTON 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
En monnaies nationales 
In national currencies 
Prix au 




Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur Gasoi l chau ffage Fuel Res i d.Jel HTS 
Pre mi um gasoline 
1000 L 
(2) 
Belgique CFB) 14.792 




Ellas (DR) 45.~88 
France (FF) 2.010 
Ireland (Irish £) 272,04 
Italia CL ire) 472,780 
Luxembourg C FU 14.790 
Nederland CF l) 764 
United Kingdom <£> 191,00 
··-········ 
En cbl Lars 






Danmark 254, 75 
Deutsch land 271, 73 
flt as 297,57 
France 250,46 
. 
Ireland 320,04 · 
Italia .~ 266,13 
Luxentiour9 277,59 
Nederland 257 ,28 
United Kingdom 274,26 
C. E. E. /E. E. C. 
a)r-t>yeme/Average (5) 266,84 
b>Variation noyerne 1 
Average variation 1 +391 
21. 10.85/ 15. 12. 78 
c)'{priation noyeme sur 
les 5 prod.lits 
Average variatia, 1br 












































































































TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Res i ciJe l HTS 
















In ecu 21.10.85 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 3 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur r Gasoil chauffage Fuel ResidJel HTS ·· 
Premium gasoline Regular Qasoline Automotive gasoi l 
1 
Heating gasoil Re·s i dJa l Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L , 1 ODO L Tonne 
(2) . ( 2) (2) ! (3) (4) 
Belgique 330,31 308,87 ' 330,80 301,17 179,49 
' 
Danmark 303,10 288,76 348,00 319,32 205,19 
Deutsch land 
, .• 323,30 295,27 334,16 299,79 197,15 
EL Las 354,05 315,55 232,45 232,45 180,86 . 
France 298,00 302,44 329,13. 312,85 184,28 
Ireland 380,79 367,86 406~75 321,66 246,23 
!ta Li a 316,63 288,25 338,66 . 294,09 185,97 
Luxembourg 330,27 310,39 331,83 319,10 208,32 
Nederland 306,10 286,07 322,93 304,50 193,92 
United Kingdom 326,32 314,02 358,27 350,75 209,29 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
Moyenne/Average (5) 317,49 
299,28 334,82 302,17 193,33 
- . ---
-·--·-
(1) Prix Les plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representati fs, selon Les mei Lleures estimations des experts des 
Eta ts membres, d.J mare he phrol ier de chaque Etat llllent>re 
Prices 111>st frequently charged and thus representati've of the oil market in each Member State, accorcting 
to the best esti1111tes of the national experts 
<2> Prix a la po..,e 
PullP price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres. Pour l~Jrlande livraisons s'etendant au secteur inciJstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to inciJstrial sector 
-
-~ .; 
(4) Prix pour livraison inferieure a 2.000 tonnes par RDis ou inferieure a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco 
conso11111ateur. Pour L' Irlande livrai'sons de 500 a 1.000 tonnes par moi s · ·11-
Prices for.. offtakes of Less· than 2,000 tons per 11Dnth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per month 
(5) La moyenne resul te d' une pon~rat ion qes quantites consommees de chaqlle prod.Ji t concerne au cours de La 
periode 1984 
The result of. weighting the· prices of the prod.Jets concerned by the quantities consumed dJring the period 
1984 -
Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de La· 
Communaute. 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. Prix au 
Price as·at 
15.12.78 
Prix au juillet 1985 













·Prix de vente des produits petroliers en monn,,1es nationales 
Selling Prices of Petroleum Products in National currencies. 
15.8.1985 (Tableau mensuel) 
Prix moyens pratiques au 


















Luxembourg ( FU 
Nederland (FU 
U. Kingdom Cl£) 
Essence super Essence Normale 
Premium Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes ·selling Price 
17.810 15.240 33.050 17.570 14.280 31.850 
3.314,51 2.505,49 5~820 3.289,36 2.390,64 5.680 
705,30 720 1.42°5,30 .696,50 660 1.356,50 
26.011,72 38.988,28 65.000 24.011,43 31.988,57 56.000 
3.510 2.170 5.680 / 3.360 2.180 5.540 
382,01 293,99 676 379,20 281,80 661 
846.040 493.960 1.340.000 838.410 451.590 1.290.000 
12.020 16.180 28.200 11.820 15.180 27.000 
1.016 819 1.835 1. 305 760 1.765-
236,10 198,90 ' 435 ·2~5,.00 191,60 426,60 .. 
.. 
Gasoil Chauffage . Fuel Lourd HTS 
·Heating Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes . Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes s·el l ina Price 
2.210 13.000 15.210 - 8.760 8.760 
969,51 2.410,49 3.380 410 1.555 1.965 
107,90 635 742,90 15 438,90 453 ,90 
7..806,67 23.693,33 31.500 3.508 1-9.492 23.000 
802,80 2.062,20 2.865 165 1.256 1.421 
44,13 248,83 292,96 10, 14 173,50 183,64 
212.510 417.850 630.360 10.000 297.630 307.630 
800 13.370 14.170 100 8.993 9.003 
-·· 179 726 905 11,20 -· 493 504,20 
7,70 192,80 200,50 7,82 125,96 133,78 
(1) Prix a la pompe/Pump price 
(2) Livraisons de ~000 a 5000 L./Deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
(3) Livraisons de moins 2000 tonnes par mois et de moins de 24.000 ~onnes par an 















· Gasoi l Moteur · 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) 
Hors taxes Prix de vent 
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• 56~08 FB - 10,0075 CD -
M - 129,85 DR - 8,4575 FF -
R £ - 1.855,50 lires -
L - 0,7163 UK£ 
45,115 FB - 8,05078 CD -
OM - 104,461 DR -
FF - 0,716044 IR£ -
Lires - 2,50232 FL -
UK£ 
,. 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOH)nOY TYflOY - GRUPP() DEL PORTAI.OCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOEROER 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAIDINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INFDRMAZIONI ALLA STAM PA • MIDHllll.N& MN, DbPiUembe r 1985. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 313 
'f'i/7,'II/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
re~ating to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission c~niideri· that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a Longer 
period. Moreover, it ;s evident that such a comparison is Limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales tor each produLt in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Menber State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of tab~e 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
W':'ek:.y summary I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
. 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
+or principal oil products at 28.10.1985 
compared with 15.12.1978 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude <1 ) 
o"l supplies +or 28.10.1985 (Table 4) 




(1) The CIF supply cost is derived f~om monthly declarations by. Member States <see 
Oi, Bu.letin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROF¥EISKE ~LLESSKABER -~ DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMlJ'.llTIES - COMMSSION DES ~S E~ENNES - EmPOllH TON EYP011AIKON KON)THTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE E~SE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
NIVEAUX INOICATIFS HEBOOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS TAXES A LA CONS0~~/1 TION 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED Cl) 
En monnaies nationales 




El Las (OR) 
France ( Ff) 
Ire land CI ri sh £) 
Italia (Lire) 
Luxeni:>ourg CFU 
Ne der Land (FL) 





















c)Variation noyerne sur 
les 5 prod.lits 
Average variation for 
































Pr! x ;JU : • 28.10.1985 
Pr, ces as at 
Esience normale Gasoi L moteur Ga soi L chau tfage 
Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) (3) 
13.856. 14.790 13.393 
2.565 2.790 2.56P 
655 740 675 
4D.988 30.193 30. 193 
2.040 2.2~0 2.110,20 
262,80 290,59 229,80 
430.400 505.680 446.094 
13.900 14.860 14.290 
714 806 760 
183,20 208,50 195,30 
Essence normale Gasoi l moteur Gasoil chautfage 
Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L (2) (2) (3) 
258,51 275,94 249,88 
267,46 290,92 266,94 
247,59 279,72 255,15 
264,26 194,66 194,66 
252,9-7 275,29 261,68 
307,36 339,87 268,77 
241,05 283,21 249,84 
259,34 277,25 266,61 
239,27 270,10 254,69 
260,89 296,92 278,12 
251,12 279,71 254,94 
+37'1 +61t +76'1 
. B 
Fuel Resi ciHd liTS 
·1 





i 8.019 : 
i 
1.645 i 
! 434 I 
'23.492 
.. i 
1. 243 I (175,91 I 274.336 I 
i 









Fue L Res i d,e l HTS 




171, 53 I 














1n .,ecu 28.10.1985 
TABLEAU 
TABLE 3 
Essence super Essence normale Ga soil moteur I Gasoil chauffage Fuel ResiciJel HTS Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive qasnil Heatinq !'.jasoil Resi dJal Fuel Oil 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1UUO L lonnc 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique 330,77 309,33 330,19 299,00 179,02 
Da:im.:irk 334,39 320,04 348,11 319,42 205,25 
Deutsch land 324,75 296,26 334,70 305,30 196,30 
El las 354,79 316,21 232,93 232,93 181,23 
France 298,25 302,70 329,41 313,12 184,44 
Ire land 380,69 367,76 406,64 321,58 246,16 
!tali a 316,84 288,44 338,88 298,95 183,85 
Luxembourg 330,19 310,32 331, 75 319,02 208,27 
Nederland 306,36 286,31 323,20 304,75 190,07 
United Kingdom 324,08 312,15 355,26 332,77 204,64 
C. E. E. IE. E. C. 317,78 300,48 334,69 305,05 191,57 
Moyenne/Average (5) 
------ -·----·------
(1) Prix les plus souvent pratiques et ainsi reprbentati fs, selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats menbres, d.J marche petrolier de chaque Etat Menbre 
Prices IIDSt frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according 
to the best estimates of the national experts 
(2) Prix A la poq:,e 
Pu~ price 
(3) Prix pour l ivraison de 2.000 A 5.000 lit res. Pour l' lrlande l {vraisons s'tHendilnt au secteur industriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to inciJstrial sector 
(4) Prix pour livraison inferieure i\ 2.000 tonnes par mois ou inferieure A 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco 
consommateur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de 500 A 1.000 tonnes par mois 
Prices for of ftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per nDnth 
(5) La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites 
periode 1984 
The result of weighting the prices of the products 
consommees de chaque produit concerne au cours de la 
concerned by the quantities consumed .d.Jring the period 
~ 
CoG< CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la 
Communaute. 
Clf Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix illJ 
Price as at 
15.1~.78 
Prix au juillet 1985 
. 

















BULLETIN PETROLIER CEE N". 313 
EEC OIL aULLETIH N0.31l 
Prix. c:.A.F., IIQ)len de. L'approv1s1onnnent en pt;trole brut de l1 C0Hun1utt 
in S: par bari L~ 
Av.era,ge C.L.R'. prices of CQi1111unity supplhs of, crude oil in S per barrel 
BE'1. DEN 
. 
1/ Tr.i,m 78 
4 th <l 78 n.,9s 13,92 
, l' Tr i,m 81 
, st a 3, - 38,50 
2t' Trim 81 
2.nd Q. 81 - 37,53 
3e Trim 81 
3rd Q 81 - 34,69 
4e Trim 81 
4th a 81 - 35,48 
1 e Trim 82 
, s t a 82 - 34,421 
?e Trim 82 
?nd a a2 - 3.2 ,30 
3e Trim 82 
3rd a 82 - 33,39 
4e Trim 82 
4th a 82 .. - . 33,59 
1e Trim 83 
-
31,75 
1st Q. 83 
2e Trim 83 ~ • ' 
2nd Q. 83 - 29,43 
31? ... Trim 83 2a, 7.·4 29,52 
3rd Q. 83 
e 83 4, Q;, . 29,65 .... 
4.th Q 33 
1e Trim 84 
-· 
29,34 
1st Q 84 
2e Trim 84 29,50 -2nd Q 84 
3e Trim 84, 
3rd Q 84 - 29,10 
4e Trim 84 
- 2,8, 53 4th Q 84 
1e Trim 35 
- 28,05 
1st er 85 
(1) Base 4e Trimestre 1978 • 100 
8asis 4th O.t:.i.arter l.978 • 100 
!TAi 
l 
GERM FRAN IRE NETH U.K. , EEC 
·,, 
! I /bbl 
I 
I 




14 ,0.4 '14, 19 13, &8 13, 2~ n,s~ n,e,1 I 
. 
I I ! ,, I 
J5,9Q,J6,8~ 36,7~ 38,40 37,30 17, 5 8; 37,45 




35,64 36,41 - I 35,5~ 35,38/ 35,01/ 35,65 ! 
! · I i i 
h4,8~ 35,491 
;, 
35,82 36,07 ·- 35,63i 35,62 
' I I · I ! -








33,60 34,84 JJ,JO l2,4J JJ,15 33, 57i :n,s:, i' i 
I i 
33,80 34 ,64 34,17 32,6, 33,54 33,75 1 33,69 ! 
I I i i 
31,48 33,19 32,17130,7~ 32,07i 31,73: 31, 81 
I I ; ! I . I 
29., 24 30,07 30,02 28,5n 29,211 29,581 29, i4 I 
29, 20! 29, , o I I ' 29,53 30,18 30,53 29, 75, 29,56 
i I 
29,79 30,11 30,06 28,86/ 29,24! 29, 59( 29,56 
I 1 I ! 
29,56 29,82 29,92 28,75' 29,04: 29,621 . I 
! I 
29, 3<t . 
29,71 I 29' 92 30,05 
i I 
29,85: 29, 18j 29, 08 i 29,60 
I I I ! I 
28,17j 28,37! I 28,63 28,89 .29,05 29,40 28,501 
28,53 28,48 29,29 I 28, 29: 28,30 2 7, 9 3, 2 3, 11 I 
' I 
i ! I . 28,02 28,08 27,85 27, 72; 27, 76! 27, 61 27, 86 : 
I I 
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PRISSl·MIDDUUSI: MITTHLUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN-A LA PRISSI 
ANAIDINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INfORMAZIDNI Alli STAMPA. MIOllffl.tllEffft It M,mber 1985. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0~314 tflj;7.'III 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bµlletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They perriri~ a cortpair+son~ at -any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be represe~tative of int;rnational price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is. limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identital products sold to the same 
categories of consume~ no account is taken of market structures, Cthe product categories 
reported are not in every -case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin.published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
- . 
I Weekly summary 1 Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
4 
10, Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 4.11.1985 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +631. 
compared with previous week +1,901 
2°> Weighted- average CIF cost of crude <1> 
oil supplies for :4.11..1985 , (Table I+) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +921 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly de"clarat_ions by, Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
~. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EURom:ISKE ~LLESSKA8ER - KOMMISSION DER EI.JR()f>AISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN · 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN CO!vt,,tNTIES - COMMSSION DES CQMMU,.IAUTES ElR)PEENNES - EffiPOfl-i TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMJNTA EUROPEE -. Ca.MSSIE VAN OE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN · 
- -- - . -~ - -- ·- -
• -
NIVEAUX I~DICATIFS HEBDOIIADAIRES DES P~lX HORS TAXES A LA. COIISOIIMATION 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUJIIER PRICE LEVELS TAXE ANO DUTIES EXC~UIIED (1> 
En monnaies nationales 
ln national currencies 
Dsence super 
·!'rniu• gasoline 
1000 L (2) 
Belgique (FB) 14,664 
Danaark (DK> 2.475 
Deutschland (OM) 716 
El las (DR> 45.988 
France (FF) 2.000 
Ire land <lri sh £) 272,04 
Italia (Lire) 472.780 
Luxeroourg (FL) 14.790 
Nederland (fl) 764 




In dollars 4.11.1985 
...... 
.\=: Essence super 
Prelliu• gasoline 
1000 L (2) 
Belgique ' ,278,94 
Danurk 263,01 






Nederland 261, 10 
United Kingd:>m 273,16 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a)lt>),eme/Average (5) 269,07 
bl Yariaticn nD)'elTle '1 
Awrage variatioo '1 +40'1 
4. 11.85/15.12. 78 
c>Variation nD)'eme sur 
les 5 prodli ts 
Averll!Jl variatioo ilr' 
all 5 prodlcts 




Prices as at.: 4•11 •1981 
Essence nor111 le Gasol l mttur Gasoll cllltuf~ge 
Regular gasol lne Automotive gasoll HIit i"9 gasoi l 
1000 L 1000 L , 1000 L (2) (2) (J) •.• 
13,704 15.214 11:129 
... 
2.360 2.790 2.S60 
654 757 • 695 
40,988 30.193 JO. 193 
2.030 2.230 · .. 2. 110,20 
262,80 290,59 229,80 
430.400 505.680 ' 448.024 
13.900 14.860 14,290 
714 823 m 
182,10 209,40 193,60 
. ···- --····-
, ,I 
Essence rior111le Gasol l mteur Gai'111H chau ffage 
Regular gasoline Automtlvt 911oll Heating gasoH 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L (2) (2) (3) 
260,68 289,40 i6J,05 
250,79 296,49 .. 272,1!5 
252,07 291,77 , 267,87 
268,35 197,67 '; 197,67 
256,70 281,99 266,84 
313,26 346,39 273,93 
245,69 288,67 I 255,75 
264,40 282,67 271,82 
244,01 281,27 264,18 
262,77 302,16 
. 279,36 
254,52 287,69 264,01 
' +39' +65' +8~ 
\' 
a .. 






Fuel R,sicilel HTS 















TABLE 2 I 
Fuel Resld.iel HTS 



















I TABLEAU 3 TABLE 
En t!cu 
n, t!cu 4.11.1985 
Essence super Essence norNle Gasoil moteur Ga soil chau ffage Fuel ResidJel HTS 
Premiu• gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoi l Residial Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique 327,66 . 306,21 339,95 309,01 185,62 
Danmark 308,96 294,60 348,28 319,57 205,35 
Deutsch land 324,17 296,10 342,73 314,66 197~40 
El las 353,67 315,22 232,20 232,20 180,67 
France 297,08 301,54 331,25 313,45 172,01 
Ireland 380,91 367,97 406,88 321,77 246,31 
Italia 
' 
317 ,03 288,61 339,09 300,43 184,76 
Lu~e..tourg 330,48 310,59 332,04 319,31 208,45 
Nederland 306,71 286,64 330,40 330,40 190,29 
United Kingdom 320,87 308,67 354,94 328,16 2Q0,69 
c.e.E./E.E.C. 
lloyeMe/Average (5) 316,08 298,98 337,95 310,69 189,58 
(1) Prix Les plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentati fs, selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats ment>res, d.t marcht p~trolier de chaque Etat Plent>re 
Prices mst frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, accorcting 
to the best esti1111tes of the national experts 
<2> Prix• la po"'3e 
Pu-.:, price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • S.000 litres. Pour l'Irlande livraisons s'ttendant au secteur ind.tstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. for Ireland deliveries apply to ind.tstrial sector 
(4) Prix pour livrajson inftrieure A 2.000 tonnes par mis ou inf~rieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco 
conso11111teur. Pour l'lrlande livraisons de 500 A 1.000 tonnes par mois 
Prices tor· of.ftakes of less than 2,000 tons per mnth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. for Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per lll)nth 
(5) La a:,yenne rtsulte d'une pondtration des quantitts consomllll!es de cbaque prod.Jit concernt au cours de la 
ptriode 1984 
The result of weighting the prices of the prod.Jets concerned by the quantities consumed d.Jring the period 
!!!i. 
Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la 
Communaute. 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 15.1?.78 
Price as at 
Prix au juillet 1985 
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TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGR\,/PPE - SPOKESMAN'S GOOUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
a.AAM EKnPOrnnov TYnoY - GRUPPO OEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSL • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
·,• 
ANAIOINDIH rlA TON TYRO • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA ~ MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 21 November 1985. 
~ • COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 315 '/'fl 7,'(//· 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as I whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elem~nts 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary I Evolution (in X> ~f Community indications for 
• 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 12.11.1985 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 
compared with previous week 
2°> Weighted. average CIF cost of crude <1> 
oil supplies for .12.1.1.1985 (Table 4l 




(1 > The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly dee larations by: Member States <see ·· 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
j 
Ka.AMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROm:ISKE FtELLESSKABER - K<Jt.MSSION DER EU'IOPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMSSION DES COWMltolAUTES EU'la'EENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOflAfKON KOINQTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - Ca.At-.ASSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
' 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMAOAIRES DES PRIX HORS TA.lCES A LA CONSOMMAttON 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER 'PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DWTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
En m::,nnaies nationales 





Belgique CFB) 14.600 
Danmark (DK) 2.680 
Deut :is::·; .11nd COM) 115 
Ellas C:>R) 45.988 
France CFF> 1.990 
Ireland (Irish£) 268~79 
Italia (Lire> 472.780 
Luxembourg (FL) 14.790 
Nederland C'Fl) 756 
United Kingd:>m Cl> 188,70 
····-
F;, ~--'~Lars 
















United Kingd:>111 266,94 
C. E. E. /E. E. C. 
a),t,yeme/Awf'agl! (5) 265,18 
b>Variaticn ·IID)'elft 1 
Ave.-.ge variation 1 +381 
12.11.85AS.12.78 
c>Variaticn .,,..,. sr 
Les 5 prodrlts 
Aver49ll variatia, tr 
all 5 proct,cts 
12.11.85j5.12.78 
Prix au 
Prices a,s at 12.11.1985 
Essence normle Gaso; l 11Dteur 
Regular.gasoline Auto1110tive gasoil 




. 653 759 








Essence nor ma le Gasoi l moteur 
Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil 



















































Fuel ResiwH ·HTS ! 














TABL'EAU 2 TABLE 
. ·-···- __ I 
-
Fuel Resi dJel HTS 






















Essence super essence normale Gasoil moteur I . i Gaso, l ch1:1u ffage Fuel Resi dJel HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoi l Res i dJa l Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) I (4) 
I 
Belgique 327,40 305,87 341,17 303,20 185,~-4 
Oanmark 335,67 321,26 351,95 323,77 187,i .. 
Deutsch land 324,07 295,97 ~44,01 306,84 199,88 
El las 354,22 315,71 232,56 232,56 180,95 
France 295,93 300,39 331,62 313,80 179,64 
Ire land 376,86 362,04 403,86 318,24 232,61 
Italia 317,37 288,92 339,46 309,38 181,0 
Luxer..bourg 331,66 311, 70 333,23 320,45 20'r, ?.ol 
Nederland 303,98 283,88 330,92 310,81 19t, 
United Kingd:>m · 317,14 305,04 351,43 321,51 192,oi 
C.E.E,/E.E.C, 
Moyenne/Average (5) 315,08 298,80 338,20 307,71 187,70 
-·-- --··--- _ .. -- . ·- ·-·-···-
... 
. .. -·~· -----. - -- ·---
, .. f'pht te.s, pl~s souve~rir,t"IQu61 et ainsi reprt''if:11ta•if,, selo" le:. n,..;,1, .. ru estimathM <'l!!'i experts des 
Etats •lll>res, ~ •• cu,~ ptttrolier de chaque E:,Jt Nent.r: 
Prices mst frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member lltate, according 
to the best esti•tes of the national experts 
<2> Prix A la po..,. 
Pu-., price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 A 5.000 litres. Pour l'Irlancle livraisons s'6tendant au secteur incilstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Irel~nd deliveries apply to incilstrial sector 
(4) Prix pour livraison inftrieure A 2.000 tonnes par mis ou inf6rieure A 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix francc, 
conso ... teur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de 500 A 1.000 tonnes par mois 
(5) 
Prices for of~akes of less than 2,000 tons per 111>nth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
.Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per month 
La myenne rtsulte d'une pondtration des quantites consomm6es de chaque prod.lit concern~ au cours de la 
ptriode 1984 
The result of weighting the prices of the procilcts concerned by the quantities consumed dJring the period 
!2!i. 
Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la 
Communaute, 
'CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.H.78 
Prix au juillet 1985 
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PRISSl·MIDDILILSI • MITTHLUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INFORMATION A lA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH nA TON nno • INFDRMAZIDNI AUA STAM PA • MfDJDJI HU: 1,AAN DI PIRS 
.. 'B'MN'tlhT, 211 "f.fovembe r 1985 .-
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 316 '-/ '( /). y J/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a Longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is Limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case represen~~~ive·~{'!h~ bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
.of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is fre~ly available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary 1 Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
' 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 18.11.1985 
compared with 15.12.1978 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted. average CIF cost of crude <1> 
oil supplies for 18.1.1.1985 (Table¢) 





(1) The CIF supply cost is.derived from monthly de"clarations by, Member States <see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EU~ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EU'IOPEENNES - EnlTPOllH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
~ .• --! ...... ..J") 
.. 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES 'RIX HORS TAXES A LA CONSOflMATlON 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE L9E£S TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
En monnaies nationales 
In national currencies 
Prix au 
Prices as at 18.11.1985 
Essence super Essence norNle Gasoi l moteur GasoH chauffage 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil tteatfog gasoil 
. 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L (2) (2) (2) (3) 
Belgique C FB) 14.856 13.896 15.550 13.795 
Danmark (DK) 2.680 2.56S 2.810 2-585 
Deutschland COM) 716 654 759 681 
Ellas (DR) 45.988 40.988 30.193 30.193 
France CFF> 1.980 2.020 2.240 2.112,80 
Ireland (Irish £) 268,79 258,22 288,15 226,98 
Italia (Lire) 464.300 421.930 505.680 454.845 I 
Luxent>ourg (FL) 14.790 13.900 
.... ,~-.8~(l .. 14.290 : 
Nederland (fl) 756 705 840 790 
United Kingcbm (£) 187,80 180,60 209,10 202,80 




In cbllars 18.11.1985 
Essence super .. Essence normle Gasoi l moteur Gasoi l chau ffage 
Pre•ium gasoline RtguLar gasoline ·Automotive gasoil Heating gasoi l 
1.000 L .. 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L (2) (2) (2) (3) 
Belgique 280,30 262,18 293,39 260,28 
.. 
Danmark 282,62 ... 270,49 296,33 272,60 
· Deutschland 272,87 249,24 289,26 259,53 
· El las 298,23 265,81 195,80 195,80 
France 247,60 252,61 280,12 264,21 
Ireland 316,89 304,43 339,71 267,60 
Italia 262,09 238,17 285,45 256,75 
Luxenbourg 279,05 262,26 280,37 269,62 
Nederland 256,05 238,78 284,50 267,56 
United Kingdom 267,14 256,89 297,43 288,47 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a)M:>~/Average (5) 264,25 251,47 285,47 259,67 
b)Yariation IID)"efTle 1 
Average variation 1 +371 +371 +641 +791 
18.11.85.45.12.78 
c)Yariation no,w,ie sur 




TABLE 1 . 
fuel Resicilel HTS 













TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
.. 
Fuel Resi d.lel HTS 



















-In 6cu 18.11.1985 
I TABLEAU 3 TABLE 
Essence super Essence normale Gaso; l moteur Gaso; l chau ffage Fuel .f!es;ctJel HTS 
' 
Premiua gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil ResictJal Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique 332,93 311,41 348,48 309,15 199 ,94 
Danmark 335,69 321,28 351,97 323,79 1·84, 75 
Deutsch land 324,11 296,04 343,57 308,26 196,46 
Ellas 354,23 315,71 232,57 232,57 1'80,95 
France 294,09 300,04 332, 71 313,82 182,40 
Ireland 376,40 361,60 403,51 317,85 232,33 
Italia 311,30 282,89 339,04 304,96 181,27 
z 
Luxem!:>ourg 331,45 311,50 333,02 320,24 209,06 
Nederland 304,13 283,61 337,92 317,80 203,96 
Unhed Kingdom 317,30 305, 13 353,29 342,64 .?.12,55 




....... -~ "~ .. 
m Prix les plus souvent prat1qu6s et ai nsi reprtientatii fs~ : se1.e'- · ~es aeil leures esti mat fons des experts des 
Etats •mres, du •rcht p(ltrolier de chaque Etat llellbre 
Prices mst frequently charged and thus representative of the oil •rket in each Me"*>er State, according 
to the best esti•tes of the national experts 
<2> Prix• la poq,e 
PulllP price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres. Pour l'Irlande livraisons s'ttendlnt au secteur ;ndustr;el 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to inctJstrial sector 
(4) Prix pour livraison inf6rieure • 2.000 tonnes par mis ou inf6rieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco 
conso .. teur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de 500 • 1.000 tonnes par mis 
Prices for of~akes of less than 2,000 tons per mnth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per mnth 
(5) La myenne rtsulte d'une pond!ration des quantit6s consolllltes de chaque procbit concernt au cours de la 
ptriode 1984 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 
~ 
· Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la 
Co111111unauU. 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil suppl;es. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 
Prix au mo;s d'aoOt 1985 
Pri~e as at August 1985 
Evolution (Xl 
18.11.85 /15.12.78 








~rix de vente des produits petroliers en monnaies nationales 
Selling Prices of Petrolewa Products in National currencies. 
Prix moyens pratiques au 
Average of prices ruling as at 
15.9.1985 TABLEAU 5 






Ireland CI .ID C1 ~ 
Itillia CL ire> 
Luxellbourg CFU 
Nederland (fl) 






Ireland (I .ll) 
Italia (Li re> 
Luxeabourg CFU 
Nederland (FU 
U. Kingdom <ll> 
• 
Essence super Essence Normale 
Premium Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Sellina Price Without Taxes Selling Price 
17.872 15.488 33.360 17.632 14.528 32.160 
3.323,53 2.546,47 5.870 13.298,28 2.431,72 5.730 
700,20 689 1.389,20 692,10 630 1.322,10 
26.011,72 45.988,88 72.000 24.011,43 40.988,57 65.000 
3.·490 870 5.550 3.340 848 5.410 
i . 
841.460 468.540 1.310.000 -: 833.830 426.170 1.260.000 
11.850 15.150 27.000 11.750 14.250 26.000 
1.016 819 1.835 " 1.007 768 1.-775 
235,60 195,20 · 430,80 234,50 188,10 422,60 
(1) figures not available 
Gasoil Chauffage Fuel Lourd HTS 
Heating Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Taxes ·Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes . Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Sellina Price Without Taxes Sellina Price 
2.425 14.265 16.690 - 9,097 9.097 
969,51 2.410,49 3.380 410 1.555 1.965 
114,50 685 799,50 15 457 •472 
7.806,67 30.193,33 38.000 3508 23.492 27.000 
796,40 2.027,60 2.824 165 1.317 1.482 
216.723 441.277 658.000 10.000 290.400 300.400 
800 13.370 14.170 100 9.159 9.259 
195 808 1.003 11,20 544 555,20 
7,70 194,40 202,10 7,82 125,70 133,52 
(1) Prix a la pompe/Pump price 
(2) Livraisons de "?000 a 5000 L./Deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
(3) Livraisons de mains 2000 tonnes par mois et de moins de 24.000 ~onnes par an 
Offtakes of ~ess than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year • 
. /· 
· Gasoi l Moteur · 
Automotive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vent 
Without taxes Sellina Prir 
10.442 15.518 25.960 
1.016,39 2.623,61 3.640 
600,80 696 1.296,80 
7.806,6 30.193,33 38.000 
1.970 2.190 4.160 
224.810 486.190 211,,000 
6.460 13.940 20.400 
400 869 1.269 
205,70 209,60 415,30 
Taux de chan~e au 16.9.1985 
1$ • 58,73FB - 10,5240 CD -
2,9082 DM - 139,05 DR -
8,8640 FF - 0,9345 IR£ 
1.947 Lires - 3,2670 Fl 
0,7504 UK£ 
1fcu• 45,0009 FB - 8,06384 CD 
2122836.DM - 106,545 DR 6,79189 FF - 0,716106 IR 
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Brussels, 5 December 1985 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO, 317 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whale. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes ta improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets, 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is ~vjdent that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored.; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235,35.75). 
I Weekly summary I Evolution <in X> of Community indications for 
• 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 25.11.1985 (Table 2) 
compared with 15,12.1978 
compared with previous week 
r 
2°) Weighted. average CIF cost of crude (1) 
oil supplies for August 1985 (Table 4l 
compared with 15.12.1978 
+ 66 1 
+ 2, SO'I. 
+ 92'1, 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations oy.Member States Csee 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology), 
I 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EU~ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmEs - COMtvlSSION DES COMMLt,!AlJTES EUROPEENl'ES - EffiPOllH TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
• 
---
NlVEAUX iNDICAJIFS HE800MAMU£S OfS PRIX HORS TM1£S A LA CONSOMMATJtON 
WEEl<i. Y lM>lCATl.llE CONSUKER ·f'RI CE 1.EV£LS TAXE 'AND l>t.lUES EXCl-UDED < 1) 
En monnaies·nationales 
In national( curr-encies 
Essence .super 
Premium gasol tne 
1000L 
(2) 
Belgique CfB) 14. 792 
oan~rk COK) 2.680 
Oeutschland U>IO 71'6 
.El las (OR) 45.918 
·France {ff) 1.970 
Ireland Hrtsh £) 28,79 
Italia Cb re> 464.300 
Luxellbourg (fl) 14.790 
Nederland" Hl> 756 
United Kingdom <£> 187,30 
En ct>llars 












C. E. E. lE. E. C. 
a)fb,ernt/Aver* (5) 
b>Vartaticn IID)'l!l'N .. i 
Average variaticn · 1 
25.11.asns.12.18 
c)\lariatian ~ II.II' 
les 5 prodrlts 
Average variatiai t>r 
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Gasoi l root eur 





























Gasoi l t li.:,11 f fil!Jf 



















fuel ResidJel HTS 
Resicual Fuel Oil liSC 
Tonne 












[l -· ' '·-----ABLE AU ;, I ABLE~ 
---·-1 
Resiciwl HTS 





















TABLEAU 3 TIIBLE 
,,-' Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur I Ga soi L chau ftage Fuel ResidJel HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil ResidJal Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) ! (3) (4) 
Belgique 330,72 309,26 355,00 317,60 198, 76 
Oanmark 335,54 321,15 351,82 323,65 184,67 
Deutsch land 323,88 295,83 341,07 311,67 194,96 
El las 353,01 314,63 231, 77 231, 77 180,33 
France 292,44 298,38 332,53 313,64 189,72 
Ireland 375,86 361,08 402,94 317, 40 232,00 
,. 
Italia '311, 08 282,69 338,80 305,54 184,33 
Luxembourg 330,68 310,78 332,24 319,50 208,58 
Nederland 303, 71 283,23 343,89 324,20 203,68 
United Kingcbm 318, 17 306,27 354,86 343,48 207,75 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
Moyenne/Average (5) 313,50 298,42 339,03 31 O, 61 192, 92 
----·--·------ ------· 
(1> Prix Les plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats 11ellt>res, dJ 111rcht pttrol ier de chaque Etat Mentire 
Prices mst frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according 
to the best esti .. tes of the n1tion1l experts 
(2) Prix t la polll)e 
· Pump price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 t 5.000 litres. Pour l 1 Irlande livraisons s'1Hendant au secteur in<ilstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to indJstrial sector 
(4) Prix pour livraison inftrieure t 2.000 tonnes par IIIDis ou inftrieure t 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco 
conso111111teur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de 500 t 1.000 tonnes par mois 
Prices for of~akes of less than 2,000 tons per nDnth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per lll)nth 
C5) -La moyenne rhulte d'une pondtration des quantith consommtes de chaque prodJit concern~ au cours de La 
ptriode 1984 
The result of weighting the prices of the pro<ilcts concerned by the quantities consumed d.lring the period 
~ I TABLEAU 4 ' 1 ABLE 
---------·---·--·------- ---· -----=1 
Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de La 
~ommunautt. 
CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
Pr ix au 
Price as at 
15.1:!.78 
Prix au mois d'Aout 85 
Prir.e as at August 1985 
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PRISSl·MIDDIUlSI·· MITTHlUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAKOINDIH rlA TON TYDD • INfDRMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA • MIDll"1lfe41~ D~fll}cember 1985 • 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 318 
t.fYt7. 'Ill 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission; gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, Cthe product categories 
reported are not in every case re~resentative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary 1 Evolution Cin X) of Community indications for 
• 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 2.12 ... 1985 
compared with 15.1~.1978 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted. average CIF cost of crude (1) 
oil supplies for. August 1985 (Table 4l 





C1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EU~ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUIDPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN .. 
COWMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMlNTIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENl'ES - EMPOllH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE. COMJNITA EUROPEE - COMt.tSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
---
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
En monnaies nationale~ 





Belgique CFB) 14.360 
Oanmark (OK) 2.680 
OeutschLand COM) 714 
Ell as (DR) 53.988 
France C FF> 1.960 
Ireland <Irish £) 268,79 
Ita Li ii <Lire) 464.300 
Luxemboi.rg (FU 14.790 
Nederland (Fl) ·747 
United Kingd>m <£> 187.,40 
.fn d:>llars 














· Nederland 265,97 
United Ktngd>m 280,83 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a)fb)'enie/ Average (5) , 276,75 
b)Yariation noyerre t 
Aver~ variation t +44'1 
2.12.85 45.12.78 
c>variation no~ sur 
Les 5 prodJits 
Average variation i,r 
all 5 prod.Jets 
2.12.85~5.12.78 
Prix au 
Prices as at 
2.12.1985 
Essence normale Gasoi l moteur 
Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil 












Essence nor ma le Ga soil rooteur 
Regular gasoline Automotive ·gasoi l 






























Gaso i l chau ff age 




















Fuel ResidJel HTS 













TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Oi L HSI 
Fuel Resiwel HTS 



























Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur 
Premium gasoline Regular'gasoline Automotive gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L (2) (2) (2) 
Belgique 320,03 298,63 337,64 
Danmark 335,24 320,85 351,50 
Deutsch land 323,60 295,50 348,98 
Ellas , / 411,87 388,98 253,23 
trance 291,26 297;21 335,84 
Ireland 376,35 361,55 403,47 
Italia 308,77 280,59 336,29 
lu11e111bourg 329,61 309,78 331,17 
Nederland 301,18 281,02 341, 91 
United Kingdom 317,99 306,45 353,79 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
Moyenne/Average (5) 313,39 299,34 340,90 




















TABLEAU 3 TABLE 
Fuel Resid.Jel HTS 














.. --- ---------·- --
(1) Prix Les plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon Les meilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats aelltires, dJ .. rch6 pttrolier de chaque ·etat Plent>re · 
Prices mst frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, accorcting 
to the best estiaittes of the national experts 
(2) Prix• la po..,e 
Pu-.:, price 
(3) Prix pour ·livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres. Pour l'Irlande livraisons s••i:endant au secteur ind.lstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. for Ireland deliveries apply to inctJstrial sector 
(4) Prix pour livraison inftrieure A 2.000 tonnes par mis ou inf6rieure I 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco 
conso ... teur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de 500 • 1.000 tonnes par mois 
(5) 
Prices for of~akes of less than 2,000 tons per nDnth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per month 
La -,yenne r6sulte d'une pond!ration des quantit6s 
p6riode 1984 
The result of weighting the prices of the proctJcts 
~ 
consomm6es de chaque proctJit concern6 au cours de la 




· Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la 
CommunauU. 
Prix au 




CIF Cost of Community crude oil supplies. 
.. 
Prix au mois d'aout 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0319 u . 
, 't I 7. '-1.' I 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest ~waiL~ble data 
relating·to price dey,lqpment in the Memb,r States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission consi~~rs that the bulletin contributes to improved trans~ar~ncy as 
regards Communi~y.oit markets. 
I I • • 
The figures given;i.n· 1:1ach bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a cam~arison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may oo~ b~ representative of intirnational price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreov~r~ it. is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange ratesiart ignored; although valid for ·identical products sold to the same 
categories of con$um~r no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not fn e~ery ,case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary 
1 
Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
• 
t 
Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oi.kproducts,.at 9.12.1985 
:,):.·.•: ,. 
compared with.15.12.1978 
compared with.previous week 
2°) Weighted. average CIF cost of crude <1> 
oil supplies for September 1985 (Table 4) 





(1) The CIF suppty· ~ost' is.derived from monthly de"clarations by. Member States <see 
Oil Bu L let in 252 for methodo°Logy). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EU~ISKE FA:LLESSKABER - KOMil.tssloN DER EI.J'IOPAISCHEN GEMEJIIISCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EI.R)PEAN COMMlNT1ES - COt./MSSKlN DES COMMUIIAUTES B.R:lPEENNES - Ef1TPOrli TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIOE DELLE CCM.NTA B.R:>PEE - cot.MSSE VAN DE EI.RlPESE GelEENSCHAPPEN 
-· ------·----- -·---
• 
···.· .. •.· . 
..... NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBt>OlltADAIRES DES PRIX KORS .TAXES A LA C-ONSONMATION 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
En monnaies nationales 
In national currencies 
Btlgique C fl) ' 
Denmark (DK> 
Oeutschland COM) 






















C. E. E. /E. E. C. 
a)l'byerre/Avera~ (5) 
b)Variation IID)'elT1e 1 
Avera~ variation 1 
9.12.85/ 15.12.78 
c)Variation IID)'elT1e sur 
Les 5 prodJits 
Average variaticrt t>r 
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Prix au • 9.12.1985 
Prices as at· 
I 
















































































TABLE.AU 1 TABLE 
f...-l Resid.tel HTS 














tA8LEAU 2 TA8LE 
Gasoil chauffage Fuel Resici,el HTS 
Heating gasoil Resici,al Fuel Oil HSC 





220,71 · 170,17 





































G11Soil moteuf I Ga soil chau ff age 
Automotive gasoil I Heating gasoil 




fAijlEAll 3 TABLE 
fuel ResidJel HTS 





Deutsch land 322,38 293,77 348,2~ 295,14 192,97 
El las 412,44 389,52 253,58 · 253,58 195,..51 
France 288,79 294,74 336,42 . 314,51 189,94 
Ireland 371,47 357,86 408,94 323,77 243,43 
Italia 309,68 281,42 343,51 308,61 185,27 
.. 
Lullellbourg 330,33 310,45 331,89 319,16 208,36 
Nederland 
-
294,38 274,22 328,25 308,09 198,40 
United Kinga>m 314,66 302,57 350,09 332,13 205,86 
. 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 311,53 297,30 341,11 302,34 193,31 
Ployenne/A~erage (5) 
(1) 
--· ·----- ,. _________ _ 
Prix Les plus souvent pratiqu6s et ainsi repr6sentatifs, selon Les aeilleures estimations des experts des 
Etlts •mres, ct., mrch6 p6troli<!!'r de chaque· Etat Plentire 
Prices 11>st frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each lle~er State, accorcling 
to the best esti11111tes of the national experts 





Prix pour livraison de 2.000 i 5.000 litres.-Pour l'lrlande livraisons s'Hendant au secteur inci.lstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to inci.lstrial sector 
Prix pour livraison inf6rieure t 2.000 tonnes par mois ou inf6rieure t 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco 
consom1111teur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons de SOD~ 1.000 tonnes par mois 
Prices far of~akes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices./For Ireland deliveries are in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per month 
La 111yenne r6sulte d'une pond!ration des quantit6s conso~es de chaque produit concern6 au cours de la 
p6riode 1984 
The result of weighting t,~~e~ of the _p_r_~dJcts ~_!!cerned _by_ t_he quantities consumed during the period 
rui. I TABLEAU 4 ,· 
TABLE 
CoOt CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de la 
Co.aunaut6. 
Prix au 




C!F Cost of Coltlllunity crude oil supplies. 
\ 
• I 
Prix au mo;s de septembre 1985 






BULLETIN PETROLIER CEE NO. 319 
EEC OIL BULLETIN NO. 319 
Prix C.A.F. aoyen de l'approvi1ionneaent en p6trole brut de la Coaa1.1naut• 
en Spar bari~ •. 
Averag·e c.1.F. prices of CoMunity supplies of crude oil in S per barrtL. 




4e Trim 78 1:\.,95 13,92 14,04 14,19 13,88 13,21 13,84 13,8~ 13,87 4th Q 78 . 
•' 
,~ Trim 81 . 
1st Q 81 - 38,50 38,40 37,30 35,90 36,8! 36,70 37,5! 37,45 
2e Trim 81 37,53 36,8i 37,51 37",39 2nd Q 81 - 37,38 37,76 37,11 37,53 
3e Trim 81 34,69 35,64 35,5· 35,38 35,01 35,65 3rd Q 81 - 36,41 -
4e Trim 81 35,48 35,82 34,8~ 35,62 4th Q 81 - 36,07 - 35,49 35,63 
. 
1' Trim 82 · 34,42 35,18 35,99 34,11 35,50 34,67 35,10 1st Q 82 - -
2e Trim 82 32,30 33,12 34,46 32,01 32,13 32,97 2nd Q 82 - - 32,65 
3e Trim 82 33,39 33,60 34,84 33,30 32,4~ 33,25 33,57 33,57 3rd Q 82 -
• 
4e Trim 82 
4th Q 82 - 33,59 33,80 34,64 34,17 ~2,6i 33,54 33,75 33,69 
1e Trim 83 31,75 1st Q.83 - 31,48 33,19 32,17 30,7i 32,07 31,73 31,81 
2e Trim 83 
2nd Q. 83 - 29,43 29,24 30,07 30,02 28,5i ·29,21 29,58 29,34 
3e Trim 83 
3rd Q.83 28,74 29,52 29,53 30,18 30,53 29,2( 29,10 29,75 29,56 
4e Trim 83 
- 29,65 29,79 30,11 
4th Q 83 30,06 28,8t 29,2(. 29,59 29,56 
1e Trim 84 
1st Q 84 - 29,34 29,56 29,82 29,92 28,75 29,04 29,62 29,39 
2e Trim 84 
2nd Q 84 ,- 29,50 29,71 29,92 30,05 29,18 29,08 29,85 29,60 
3e Trim 84 
3rd Q 84 - .. 29, 10 28,89 29,05 29,40 28,17 28,37 28,50 28,63 
4e Trim 84 
4th Q 84 - 28,53 28,53 28,48 29,29 27,9~ 28,11 28,2~ 28,30 
1e Trim 85 
1st Q cS5 - 28,05 28,02 28,08 27,85 27,72 27,76 27,61 27,86 
2e·Trim 85 
2nd Q 85 ., 28,00 27,94 27,82 28,09 ~7,09 27,26 27,50 2,~57 
Base 4e Trimestre 1978 • 100 
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PRISSl·MIDDllHSI • MITTHlUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • -INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANHOINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INf DRMAZIDNI AUA STAM PA • 1i,mw,f ,AAI Y!J'JM, 19a6.,: 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 320 L/ 'f / 7, '-/I I 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest availab~e data 
relatjrig·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a tonger 
period. Moreover, it is evident·that such ,a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
· in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories .. 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletjn is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly suaaary 1 Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
I 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices: 
for principal oil products at 16.12.1985 
· compared with 15.12.1978 
compared with previous week 
20> Weighted average CIF cost of crude <1> 
oil supplies for : September '85<Table ¢l 
' ' 





(1) The CIF supply. cost is derived from !IIOnthly declarations by. Member States <see 
Oil Bulletin 252 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP/:EISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EUR()pAiSCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THI= EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMtvtSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOrlH TON EYPOllAlKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSK)NE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EU'IOPESE GaEENSCHAPf'EN . 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICE LEVELS TAXE AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
En monnaies nationales 
~n national currencies 
Essence super 
Pre•iu• gasoline 
1000 L (2) 
-
hlgique CFB) 13.688 
Oanma~k (DK> 2.530 
Deutschland CON) 686 
El las (DR> 53.988 
France (FF) 1.900 
Ireland (Irish!) 264.70 
Italia <Lire> ., 464.300 
Luxembourg CFL) 14.430 
Nederland (Fl) 714 
United Kingd:>• C£> 187,30 -
I 
Prix au • 
Prices as at: 16•12•198S~ 
'· 
Essence nor•le Gasoil moteur Gasoi l ch•u ff age 
Regular gasoline Autoaotive gasoil Heating gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 I. 
(2) (2) (3) 
12.728 13.742 12.043 
2.4QO 2.810 2.585 
625 736 590 
50.988 33.193 33.193 
1.940 2.220 2.112,80 
2S5,00 291,40 230,71 
421.930 515.010 444.76S 
.. 13.540 14.540 13.910 
' 663 n6 726 





Fuel AesidJel HTS 














--s-• • . -- .. . -
·- --- -----· -·-·--
--·· 
En d:>l lars 
In d:>l lars 16.12.1985 
Essence super 
Preaiu• gasoline 










UnHed Kingd:)• 269,26 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a)~/Ml"llg! (5) 265,97 
· r&>Vriatia, .,,,...,. 1 
Average IMiaticri 1 +ln 
16.12.85,15.12.78 
c)Vriaticri .,,,...,. sr 
Les 5 prodrits \ 
Average variaticri tir 
all 5 prod,cts 
16 •. 12.85,15.12. 78 
Essence nora1le Gasoi l ll>teur 
Regular gasoline Autoaotive gasoil 














---------- --- ·-· . --------·-------------
Gasoil chau ffage 
Heating gasoil 













TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel ResiclJel HTS 















En lieu 16.12.85 
In tcu 
TABLEAU 3 TABLE 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoi L moteur I Ga soi L chau ffage Fuel ResidJel HTS Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil I Heating gasoil ResidJal Fuel Oil HSC 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) J (3) (4) 
Belgique 305,97 284,52 307,18 269,20 167,70 
Danmark 317,90 301,57 353,08 324,81 194,13 
Deutschlanc:i 312, 71 284,90 335,50 268,94 188,26 
Ellas 412,42 389,51 253,57 253,57 195,50 
France 283,25 289,22 330,96 314,98 190,23 
Ireland 372,31 358,66 409,86 324,50 243,98 
Italia 310,22 281,91 344,10 297,17 '182,23 
\.uxefflbour g 322,56 302,67 325,02 310,94 199,24 
~ederland 288,92 268,28 314,01 293,77 185,33 
United Kingd:lm 309,77 297,70 344,34 322,67 201,11 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 306,01 289,63 334,42 288,04 189,72 
Moyenne/Average (5) 
C1> Prix les plus souvent pratiquh et ainsi reprl/sentati fs, selon les meilleures estimations des experts des 
Etats aie'*>res, dJ marchl/ pl/trolier de chaque Etat Mellbre 
Prices mst frequently charged and thus representative of the oi L market in each Member State, according 
to the best esti111tes of the national experts 
<2> Prix• la poRPe 
Pul!P price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres.-Pour l'Irlande Livraisons s'ttendant au secteur indJstriel 
Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 Litres. For Ireland deliveries apply to indJstrial sector 
<4> Prix pour Livraison infl/rieure • 2.000 tonnes par 111>is ou inftrieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix fr1nco 
conso111111teur. Pour l'Irlande livraisons dt 500 • 1.000 tonnes par mois 
Prices for offtakes of Less than 2,000 tons per mnth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer 
Prices. For Ireland deliveries ire in the range of 500 to 1.000 T per month 
(5) La myenne rl/sulte d'une pondl/ration des quantit6s consommtes de chaque prod.lit concernt au cours de La 
pl:riode 1984 
The result of weighting the prices of the prod.lets concerned by the quantities consumed dJring the period 
1lli.. 
Cout CAF d'approvisionnement en brut de La . 
Communautt. 
CIF Cost ~4 Community crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
Prix au 
15.1'2.78 
mois de septembre 1985 
Price as at September 1985 
Evolution CU 
16.12.85 /15.12.78 
I TABLEAU 4 TABLE 
11/B 
13,87 
!LI 
107,76 1 
27,16 .:!:.201,80 

